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ABSTRACT
In order to obtain a better understanding the complex mechanical behavior of asphalt
binder, its microstructure must be examined. In addition, the interrelationship between as-
phalt binder microstructure, damage, and mechanical properties must also be determined. In
this work the unique relationship between asphalt binder microstructure and damaging mech-
anisms is established. Here, the AFM is used to image the microstructure of two different
types of asphalt binders. A micrometer driven mechanical device named a "Micro-Loading
Frame" is used to obtain AFM images of bitumen surface after subjecting it to high levels of
tensile strain. Using image analysis techniques the microstructural changes due to the applied
tensile strain is established. Furthermore, using a specific AFM creep indentation protocol
the viscoelastic properties of asphalt binder are extracted for each microstructural phase ob-
served. In addition, this concept was applied to rolling thin film oven test (RTFOT) aged and
pressure aging vessel (PAV) aged binders. The geometry obtained from AFM imaging com-
bined with the microrheology obtained from AFM creep indentation experiments were used
to construct finite element simulations examining local stress distributions. The numerical
solutions were compared to experimental observations.
Using AFM imaging technique three unique phases were found within the asphalt binder
at the micron length scale i.e. bee, bee casing, and interstitial. All three phases were found
to have uniquely different viscoelastic properties. Finite element analysis results showed that
heterogeneity within the asphalt binder led to localized stress amplification. Application of
high levels of tensile loads resulted in phase separation and cracking referred to as load in-
duced phase separation (LIPS) zones. The occurrence of the LIPS zones were primarily found
to be within interstitial regions. Application of tensile strains also resulted in the reduction of
the number of bee structures, and also the area occupied by the bee structures. The location
of LIPS zones coincided with the location high stress zones determined using the finite ele-
ii
ment simulations suggesting the possibility of phase separation and cracking occurring due
to localized high stresses. Application of tensile strains to RTFOT, and RTFOT+PAV aged
samples also resulted in the formation of LIPS zones within the interstitial regions. However,
an increase in the level of aging the led to a reduction of LIPS zone formations for the same
level of applied tensile displacements.
The effect of geometry of asphalt binder microstructure on the mechanical response was
determined. An increase in the area fraction of the bee/bee casing phase, a reduction in the
distance between adjacent bee/bee casing features led to an increase in the maximum stress
magnitudes. An increase in the number of bee/bee casing features led to a reduction in the
maximum stress magnitude when the area fraction was kept constant.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
The United States relies more heavily on roadways for both commercial and private trans-
portation compared to other parts of the western world. The construction, maintenance and
rehabilitation of pavements is a billion dollar industry. According to the National Asphalt
of Pavement Association, approximately 83% of paved roads are asphalt. Asphalt pavement
although a general term is specifically used to refer to hot mix asphalt type of pavements.
Hot mix asphalt is a combination of both aggregate and asphalt binder. Typically 95% of the
hot mix asphalt is composed of the aggregate or stones, and only 5% of the hot mix asphalt
is composed of bitumen or asphalt binder. Although asphalt binder contributes little to the
makeup of hot mix asphalt, its contribution towards its performance is significant. The vis-
cous and adhesive nature of asphalt binder dictates how well an asphalt pavement performs
over time, and how well it responds to the traffic loads the pavement is being subjected to.
The adhesive properties of asphalt binder dictate the strength of the bond between the aggre-
gate the binder and the aggregate. The quality of asphalt binder can be the primary difference
between a prematurely failing pavement and a long lasting one. Hence, the understanding
of the asphalt binder mechanical and chemical properties and its contribution to pavement
performance is of utmost importance to asphalt researchers. In addition the cost of asphalt
binder prices have risen significantly over the last few decades. This has led to the necessity
of developing modified binders with enhanced mechanical and chemical properties. There-
fore, in order to develop modified binders, research leading to improved understanding of
damaging mechanisms within asphalt binder has become one of the primary focuses of the
asphalt industry.
The Micellar Model of bitumen defines asphalt to be a combination of different chemical
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groups based on polarity that are named saturatues, asphaltenes, resins, and polar aromatics.
The saturate fractions were found to be the least polar while the resins and asphaltenes are
the most polar. Roberts et al. [50] discuss the contribution of the individual fractions towards
the overall performance of the asphalt binder. They state that the asphaltenes contribute to
the viscosity or the stiffness of the binder, the polar aromatics provide with ductility, the
naphthene aromatics lead to softening of the asphalt binder, and the saturates are liquids that
change little with age.
The physical properties and mechanisms that drive asphalt binder behavior are com-
plex in nature. In order to meet the demand of improved field performance with longer
durability, a better understanding of the complex mechanisms leading to the degradation of
performance and material properties has become necessary. Technological advancement in
the field of microscopy has greatly impacted this aspect of asphalt research. The develop-
ment of experimental techniques such as atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM), and X-ray tomography has allowed researchers to examine asphalt
binder and asphalt-aggregate mixtures at a much smaller scale compared to traditional testing
[21, 4, 2, 28, 44, 20, 33, 34, 42, 44]. These techniques have led to an improved understanding
of the chemical and physical natures of the asphalt binder.
The examination of asphalt binder microstructure using the AFM has made considerable
progress in the last few decades. Loeber et al. [28, 27] were among the first researchers
to report the existence of so called "bee" structures with oblong shaped outline and rippled
topography (see figure 1.1). Their work reported an increase in these "bee" structures with an
increase in asphaltene content. Jager et al. [20] and Tarefder et al. [54] were able to use AFM
indentation and nanoindentation to measure the difference in stiffness amongst the different
phases found in asphalt binder. Following the work of Loeber et al. [28, 27] Pauli and
Grimes [43] also examined the correlation of asphaltene content with the formation of the bee
structures. Their work was found to be in good agreement with Loeber’s work and discovered
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that the laser used during the AFM process seemed to dissolve the bee structures as the surface
was scanned. A more recent work of Allen at el. [4] also examined these bee structures.
They reported an increase in the bee structure content with aging and with increasing saturate
content within the asphalt binder. They were also able to use AFM indentation to measure
viscoelastic creep properties of the different identifiable phases within the asphalt binder.
Allen et al. [3] further developed this work and studied chemically doped asphalt binders
and used chemical force microscopy using the AFM to study the bee structure formation
with respect to the different asphalt fractions ie. saturates, asphaltenes, resins, aromatics.
The work of Allen further reinforced the idea that an increase in saturate content led to an
increase in the size and concentration of bee structuring at the asphalt binder surface. Allen
et al. [3] and Pauli et al. [44] both discussed that the formation of bee structures may not be
attributed to just one factor, but a combination of factors and quite possibly may be a result
of the incompatibility of different phases interacting with each other resulting in the rippled
patterns forming on the surface.
Although there is extensive literature on the formation of structuring at the surface of the
bitumen, little research regarding the failure mechanisms in the binder at the micro scale has
been completed. Kringos et al. [24] discussed the possibility of the existence of a weak inter-
stitial zone between the bee phase and the surrounding phases. Kringos and co-authors men-
tioned that the composite response of the material due to loading would result in high stress
regions at the boundaries of the bee structures which could result in cracking and damage.
Another possible theory for such phenomenon was proposed by Allen [2] which discussed
that instead of the cracks propagating in the boundary regions, the bee structures themselves
were responsible for the initiation and eventual propagation of cracks. Allen used fracture
mechanics to describe the fracture mechanism resulting from high tensile strains induced to
the material. In another work, Das et al. [9] examined similar phenomenon by applying
thermal cycling to various bitumen samples with different chemical constituents. Their work
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discussed that an increase in wax content resulted from higher amount of cracks forming. In
order to verify the hypthesis of Kringos et al. [24] further work had become necessary to
clearly determine if the microstructuring within asphalt binder had any relationship with the
nucleation and propagation of damage at a small scale.
Microscale tensile testing has proved to be an effective method for extracting mechanical
properties of thin films. Marek and Herrin [30] were among the first to use tensile testing
to examine the relationship between film thikcness and tensile strength. The determined that
film thickness and tensile strength were inversely related when the film thickness exceeded
100 µm. Poulikakos and Partl [47] performed uniaxial tensile tests on thin films of asphalt
binder at multiple temperatures in order to investigate failure mechanisms. More recently,
Sultana et al [53] demonstrated that the tensile strength of bitumen films are independent of
film thickness. In this work, the concept of microscale tensile testing is combined with the
capabilities of the AFM in order to study the microstructural changes experienced by asphalt
binder once subjected to finite amounts of tensile strain.
1.2 Problem Statement
Despite the contribution of numerous studies towards the discovery and understanding
of the microstructure of asphalt binder, there is still limited understanding of how this mi-
crostructure of asphalt binder is affected by tensile loading and other complex chemical pro-
cesses such as aging. Allen et al. [4] use AFM imaging and indentation experiments to
determine a correlation between the chemical composition of the aged asphalt binder and re-
sulting microstructure and mechanical properties. They determined that an increase in aging
led to an increase in the stiffness of different phases present within the asphalt binder.
In this dissertation, the microstructure of asphalt binder is further examined by combin-
ing AFM imaging and indentation with numerical methods. The relationship between the
microstructure of the asphalt binder and damage resulting from tensile loading determined
using AFM techniques is examined. Furthermore the effect of aging on the microstructure,
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damaging processes and mechanical properties is also examined. The motivation of this work
is to understand how the microstructure is affected by tensile displacements through image
analysis techniques under unaged and aged conditions.
1.3 Research Objectives
The focus of this work is to first understand the effect of tip geometry and mechanical
properties of the substrate (asphalt binder) on the indentation response. The purpose of this
objective is to gain a better understanding of the creep indentation process and how various
assumptions made during experimentation affect numerical accuracy of the properties deter-
mined. Second, the microstructure of the asphalt binder is analyzed using the atomic force
microscope, and its relation to damage is examined using a custom experimental testing pro-
tocol. Here the main focus lies on binders that have already exhibited heterogeneity within
its microstructure previously determined by Allen et al. [4]. Next, the effect of aging along
with tensile loading on the microstructure is also established. The following tasks have been
completed in order to meet the objectives of this work:
• The AFM indentation of a asphalt binder treated as a viscoelastic material was exam-
ined using the finite element method. The effect of tip geometry and material model
parameters on the indentation response was determined.
• The effect of tensile loading on the microstructure of asphalt binder was studied us-
ing AFM imaging and the finite element element method. The nanorheology of the
different phases were obtained using AFM indentation experiments.
• The microstructure combined with the nanorheology obtained through AFM indenta-
tion experiments were used to analyze the stress distribution within the asphalt binder
using finite element simulations.
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• The effect of aging on the damage evolution of asphalt binder was examined using a
combination of numerical techniques and experimental procedures described in detail
in latter sections.
• The effect of geometry of asphalt binder microstructure on the resulting stresses were
examined using image creation techniques, and virtual experiments performed using
the finite element method.
1.4 Dissertation Outline
This dissertation is written according to the guidelines provided by Texas A&M Univer-
sity. The dissertation is organized into five sections as follows:
• Section 1 presents an introduction of the problem at hand including an overview, a
problem statement, research objectives, and an outline of the dissertation.
• Section 2 presents the finite element analysis of AFM indentation of asphalt binder.
• Section 3 details the examination the evolution of asphalt binder microstructure due
to tensile loading determined using the Atomic Force Microscope and image analysis
techniques.
• Section 4 presents the study of the evolution of asphalt binder microstructure due to
aging and tensile loading examined using AFM imaging and the finite element analysis.
• Section 5 presents the effect of geometry of microstructure on the mechanical response
of asphalt binder treated as a composite.
• Section 6 presents the conclusions reached from this dissertation. In addition section
6 presents detailed recommendations for future work to improve upon and further de-
velop the work completed in this study.
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Figure 1.1: AFM phase image exhibiting the formation of oval shaped bee structures with
rippled topography
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2. FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPE
INDENTATION OF ASPHALT THIN FILM
2.1 Introduction
The study of physical properties of asphalt has been the focus of researchers for at least
the last half of a century [23, 45]. The cost of asphalt binder has risen significantly over the
last few decades. This has prompted research related to binder modification with the goal of
engineering modified binders that are inherently more durable. The advancement of technol-
ogy has enabled the use of devices such as the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) to image
and analyze the properties of asphalt binders at micrometer to sub-micron length scale. Var-
ious works in the literature present evidence for the presence of multiple phases in asphalt
using AFM imaging [4, 20, 28, 33, 34, 42]. Jager et al. [20] and Tarefder et al. [54] mea-
sured differences in stiffness values amongst asphalt phases by using AFM indentation, and
nanoindentation. Since asphalt binder is soft, AFM with an appropriate choice of tips, can
be used for both imaging and indentation purposes. This allows the users to recognize dif-
ferent micro domains in the asphalt binder in order to assign mechanical properties to these
domains. In the context of this study, the term microrheology is defined as the rheology of
the micro domains observed during AFM imaging of asphalt binder surfaces. Allen et al. [4]
used this approach to semi-quantitatively compare the rheological properties of the different
micro domains. Their analysis was semi-quantitive because the cono-spherical nature of the
tip shape was not accounted for in the analytical expressions used to quantify the viscoelastic
material properties of asphalt binder. The first part of this paper presents the findings from
a study conducted to develop an analytical solution appropriate to model nanoindentation
of asphalt using an AFM conospherical tip. The second part of this paper demonstrates the
use of this analytical solution to back calculate the microrheology of two different asphalt
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binders. The analytical expression develoed in this paper provides with a practical method-
ology for accurately back-calculating viscoelastic properties of asphaltic materials, by taking
into account the effects of finite tip radius. The availability of a modified analytical solution
that can extract material properties of asphalt accurately provides with simple, time efficient
solution to solving a complex problem. Using the analytical solution developed in this work,
an AFM can be used to effectively calculate properties of other soft viscoelastic materials in
addition to asphalt with high degree of accuracy.
2.2 Overview
The first AFM was developed by Binnig, Quate and Gerber in 1986. Their intent was to
overcome the deficiencies of the Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM). The STM had the
capability of imaging only semi-conductive surfaces. However, the AFM was able to image
any type of surface making it the superior choice. In addition to imaging, the AFM has also
been used to measure properties such as elasticity, plasticity, and hardness of soft materi-
als using indentation. AFM indentation involves applying a specified load to the specimen
surface using an indenter with an arbitrary geometry. The resulting indentation depth is mea-
sured and analytical techniques are used to back-calculate the modulus and other material
properties.
AFM indentation has been studied in detail by researchers from different fields, e.g. ce-
mentitious materials, biological science, and polymer science. In most cases AFM indenta-
tion has been used to study the elastic properties of materials. Reynaud et al. [49] experimen-
tally determined Young’s modulus of individual bi-phase polymer systems, and computed
composite values that were found to be in close agreement with nominal bulk values. Du et
al. [11] determined nanometer-scale elastic moduli and yield strengths of polycarbonate and
polystyrene thin films using AFM nanoindentation techniques. Burnham et al. [5, 6] used
the AFM to study nanomechanical properties of graphite and gold. Burnham also studied
the effect of van der Waals forces, and plasticity. Oliver and Pharr studied the indentation of
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elasto-plastic materials using a Berkovich indenter. Their work proposed a methodology to
yield the stiffness of a material using the unloading portion of a stress-strain indentation curve
[38, 39]. More recently, the AFM has also been used to quantify the viscoelastic properties of
materials. For example, Jones and Grasley [22] developed solutions to determine the time de-
pendent uniaxial compliance of Calcium Silicate Hydrate (C-S-H) based on nanoindentation
creep tests on cement paste.
Although there have been many attempts to quantify material properties using AFM and
nanoindentation in other fields, the extent to which AFM has been used to quantify the prop-
erties of asphalt binders has been limited. Jager et al. [20] used AFM indentation and reported
relative differences in stiffness values amongst asphalt phases. Jager et al. also stated that in
order to establish a chemo-mechanical link between various phases within an asphalt binder
it would first be important to determine the micro-mechanical properties of these constituent
phases. In fact, one of the key objectives of this paper is to present the development and
illustrate the use of an analytical solution that can be used to obtain the microrheology of the
different phases in an asphalt binder using AFM. Tarefder et al. [54] performed nanoinden-
tation on various binders, along with mixes. They reported hardness and Young’s moduli of
the test materials. The mastic material (materials Passing No. 200 Sieve) was reported to be
2 to 15 times softer than the matrix materials (materials Passing No. 4 Sieve), and the matrix
was found to be 10 times softer than the aggregate materials.
The creep response of the AFM tip indenting into a soft time depenedent material is a
function of material properties, geometry of the indenting tip and extraneous factors such as
temperature. The works of Galin and Sneddon [14, 51] relates the applied load to the depth
of indentation for an elastic material indented using different tip geometries. Hertz also pro-
vides a solution for the indentation of elastic bodies using a spherical indenter [18, 17]. Both
solutions are based on the assumption of infinitesimal strains, and a semi-infinite half space.
More recent work involving nanoindentation was carried out by Fischer-Cripps [13], and
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Vandamme et al. [57] who provide viscoelastic solutions for creep indentation of materials
exhibiting time dependent behavior. Fischer-Cripps uses the work of Radok and Lee [26]
and Hertz to construct viscoelastic solutions for the spherical and conical indenters. The so-
lutions are based on mechanical analog models that utilize springs and dashpots to represent
viscoelastic behavior. Van Damme used Laplace transforms in order to obtain the time de-
pendent solutions from Radok and Lee’s linear solutions. Van Damme derived solutions for
viscoelastic materials that can be represented by a 3-parameter Maxwell model, 4-parameter
Kelvin-Voigt model, and 5-parameter Kelvin-Voigt-Maxwell model. In another work Jones
[22] derived a viscoelastic solution using similar method as Vandamme but was not restricted
to mechanical analog models and could be used with any creep compliance function. Jones
assumed a constant Poisson’s ratio and a conical indenter for his solution. Grasley et al. [16]
used a numerical scheme to account for the effect of a conospherical tip geometry for the
extraction of viscoelastic properties of soft materials using AFM indentation.
Finite Element Method (FEM) is a common tool to obtain numerical solutions for prob-
lems that are difficult to analyze analytically. Various researchers have used this method to
study indentation at small scales. Cho and Park performed finite element studies to study
the effect of adhesion on contact [7]. Their work uses the Maugis-Dugdale model to analyze
the interactive forces between the indenter and the contact surface of the target specimen.
The results show good agreement between the numerical values and theory. In another work
Zhang et al. use the finite element method to study nano-scale adhesive contact of elastic
bodies [60]. Zhang compared the conventional Hertz, JKR, and DMT models. Their work
shows that tip geometry plays a dominant role on the pull-off strength. Zhang also found that
the cup shaped tip has the highest adhesion efficiency followed by the flat punch tip, sphere
tip, and the mushroom tip, respectively. Poon et al. [46] also studied the AFM indentation
using the finite element method, and derived a correction to the Sneddon solution to account
for the finite tip radius effect. They concluded that the error due to the finite tip radius can be
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significant especially at lower depths of indentation, and developed an algebraic expression
to account for it.
In summary, previous studies have shown that the AFM can be used to obtain mechanical
properties of a material by using it as a nanoindenter. However, other researchers have also
demonstrated that the analytical methods to obtain material properties from such nanoinden-
tation tests must be carefully considered for a given material and indenting tip configuration.
In this paper we use the finite element method to study the effect of the finite tip radius
on the viscoelastic indentation of a thin film of asphalt binder using a conospherical AFM
tip. Results from the finite element simulations were compared to different analytical solu-
tions. These comparisons were then used to develop a modified analytical solution for the
viscoelastic indentation using conospherical tips. Finally, the modified solution was used to
backcalculate the micro-rheological properties (creep compliance parameters) of two differ-
ent binders.
2.3 Theoretical Background
2.3.1 Elastic and Viscoelastic Solutions
A typical AFM based indentation test consists of applying a constant load P through an
indenter with a predefined shape (four-sided, spherical, conospherical) and measuring the
penetration depth h as a function of time. Figure 2.1 illustrates the schematic of an ideal
conical and a realistic conospherical indenter that is typically used for AFM imaging and
indentation of soft materials.
The resulting creep data from the AFM indentation experiment can be used with the
solution for a conical or spherical tip to obtain the microrheology of the binder. Note that
the time versus indentation depth (creep) data obtained directly from the AFM is not creep
in the conventional sense because the contact area between the tip and the substrate and
corresponding stress may change with time even though the applied load is constant.
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Figure 2.1: (a) Conical indenter geometry: θ is the cone angle (b) Conospherical indenter
geometry with cone angle of θ , radius R, and contact area of, and P(t) is the load applied
Various solutions for static indentation are available in the literature. These solutions
are based on the tip geometry, and material properties. The spherical tip is ideal for AFM
indentation, because from an analysis point of view, well established analytical solutions
are readily available in the literature for a linear elastic material. The conical sharp tip is
ideal for imaging due to its ability to provide with high resolution images. In a typical AFM
test to obtain the microrheology of asphalt binders, it is important to use the same tip for
both imaging and nano-indentation. This allows the user to precisely associate measured
properties to specific phases obtained from the image. For this reason, the conical tip is more
suitable to image and perform indentation as illustrated in the work of Allen et al. However in
practice, the conical tips are not perfect cones with a zero radius of curvature at the tip. In fact,
the tips are conospherical (as shown in Figure 2.1) (b). Therefore a solution that describes
the indentation response under the loading from such tips is better suited for determining the
microrheology of asphalt binders. The following paragraphs describe the development of this
solution for a conospherical tip.
The two extreme approximations for a conospherical tip are the hemisphere and the per-
fect cone. Solutions for these two cases are discussed below. The Hertzian solution for the
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indentation of an elastic material using a hemispherical indenter can be given by [18]:
P =
4
3
EcR1/2h3/2t (2.1)
where P is the load applied, Ec is the combined modulus, R is the radius of the rigid spherical
indenter, and ht is the depth of the indentation. The combined modulus Ec is given by:
1
Ec
=
(1−µ2)
E
+
(1−µ ′2)
E ′
(2.2)
where E is the modulus of the substrate material, and E ′ is the modulus of the indenter. µ ,
and µ ′ here are the Poisson’s ratio of the specimen and the indenter respectively. In the
case of an indenter that has much higher stiffness compared to the substrate material being
indented (which is typically the case with silica indenters on asphalt binder samples) the
relation reduces to:
Ec =
E
1−µ2 (2.3)
While the Hertzian solution is applicable for hemispherical tips, the Sneddon solution
[51] is applicable for the indentation of an elastic material using a conical tip. The solution
is given as:
h2 =
pi
2tanθ
P
Ec
(2.4)
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where Ec is the combined or indentation modulus given in Eq. 2.3, θ is the cone half angle
of a conical indenter, and h is the depth of the indentation. It is important to note that both
the Sneddon and the Hertzian contact solutions are based on a few assumptions:
• a defined geometry (spherical or conical and not a combination),
• an infinitely large incompressible specimen,
• a homogeneous, isotropic, linear elastic material, and
• Infinitesimal deformations.
Sneddon’s solution for a conical indenter and Hertz solution for a spherical indenter have
been extended by other researchers for time dependent materials. Vandamme and Ulm [57]
provide a set of solutions for a conical indentation of viscoelastic material that can be rep-
resented using mechanical analog models with spring and dashpots. Vandamme et al. used
the method of function formulations of viscoelasticity to derive viscoelastic solutions by per-
forming Laplace transforms on Sneddon elastic solution. Fischer-Cripps followed the work
of Lee and Radok [26] and used a correspondence principle to convert an elastic solution
to a time dependent solution by using Laplace transform. In another work Jones et al. [22]
used a similar technique to develop a viscoelastic indentation solution for a conical indenter
with the assumption of a constant Poisson’s ratio. Note that the above extensions of elastic
solutions to time dependent materials were based on Laplace Transformation, which is not
generally valid for problems with arbitrarily growing or reducing contact area. However,
Lee and Radok [26] demonstrated that the correspondence principle may be used for contact
problems provided that the contact area is increasing. Therefore, it is important to note that a
solution obtained using the correspondence principle is only valid for the loading portion of
the experiment.
The aforementioned extensions of the Hertzian and Sneddon solutions for a hemispherical
and conical indenter for a time dependent material are summarized below. Assuming a linear
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elastic material which experiences small levels of deformation we can express Eq. 2.1 as
follows:
h3/2t =
3
4
P(1−µ2)D
R1/2
(2.5)
where D is the elastic compliance of the given material. Assuming a linear viscoelastic
material, and linearity of response due to superposition we can now transform the elastic
solution into a time dependent solution as [58]:
h3/2t (t) =
3
4
(1−µ2)
R1/2
[
P0D(t)+
∫ t
0+
D(t− s)dP
ds
ds
]
(2.6)
where s is a time variable, P(s) is the loading history, and D(t) is the creep compliance of the
material. Similarly the viscoelastic solution for a conical tip geometry can be derived from
the Sneddon solution and is given as follows:
h2(t) =
pi(1−µ2)
2tanθ
[
P0D(t)+
∫ t
0+
D(t− s)dP
ds
ds
]
(2.7)
If we assume a constant load P0 the second part of Eq. 2.6 and Eq. 2.7 reduces to zero
and for the spherical and conical solution respectively we obtain:
h3/2t (t) =
(1−µ2)
R1/2
[P0D(t)] (2.8)
h2(t) =
pi(1−µ2)
2tanθ
[P0D(t)] (2.9)
In this work we use a three element Voigt spring-dashpot analog model to represent the
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Figure 2.2: Voigt spring and dashpot viscoelastic model
viscoelastic behavior of asphalt binder, shown in Fig. 2.2. It is important to note here is the
voigtspring model does not contain a pure viscous term which can account for a viscoelastic
fluidlike long term behavior. However, the focus of the work here is to quantify the viscoelas-
tic creep properties for short term creep data ranging no more than a a few seconds in time
length. The creep compliance for this given analog model is defined as follows:
D(t) =
[
1
E1
+
1
E2
(1− e−tE2/η)
]
(2.10)
However, as mentioned before, the geometry of the tip used for imaging and indentation
is conospherical as opposed to the two extremes of a hemisphere and cone represented in
equations 2.1 and 2.4. Consequently, one of the objectives of this work was to use the finite
element method to compute the deformation in a thin film of asphalt using a conospherical
tip geometry and compare it to the analytical solutions provided for both spherical and con-
ical elastic and viscoelastic solutions. The hypothesis was that, these comparisons could be
used to determine the most appropriate analytical solution to obtain the microrheology of
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binders using indentation data obtained through AFM indentation of asphalt thin film with a
conospherical tip.
2.3.2 Finite Element Model
Sharp indenters used in practice are not infinitely sharp, and hence contain some level
of spherocity to the tip. Typically the term "conospherical" is used to refer to these types of
tips, as shown in Fig. 2.1b. This conospherical tip would be expected to behave differently
than a spherical or a conical tip. An infinitely sharp conical tip is able to indent any material
with much less effort than a conospherical tip. The study of this phenomenon is part of the
focus of this work. Here, an axisymmetric finite element model is developed to simulate the
static and time dependent indentation of asphalt thin film under a constant load using Abaqus
CAX3 (3 noded axisymmetric) elements. Typically an AFM tip is approximately 1 micron
in length. A 200 nm long and 80 nm wide portion of the indenter was modeled to obtain
numerical efficiency. The ranges of radii considered here were between 5-9 nm, which is
well representative of PPP-NCL NANOANDMORE tips used for the experimental portion
of this study. The cone angle of the indenter is approximately 21◦. The typical dimensions of
asphalt thin film used in AFM indentation experiments as part of this study are approximately
1 micron in height, 75 mm in length, and 20 mm in width. Here, only a 250 nm wide and
200 nm high portion of the film is modeled for numerical efficiency. The height of the thin
film was ensured to be adequate to minimize the effect of the substrate. The depth of the
indentation was kept fairly shallow and stresses are mostly contained to the top half of the
film. This was done to ensure that large levels of deformation do not occur, since this level of
deformation in actuality would introduce plastic deformation. Figure 2.3 shows a magnified
view of the finite element mesh for the tip along with the specimen at the point of contact.
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Figure 2.3: Close up view of indenter and specimen mesh
2.3.3 Preliminary Investigation: Indenting an Elastic Material
Initially both the indenter and the asphalt thin film were assumed to be linear elastic. In
order to simulate the the relatively rigid nature of the indenter, the indenter was assigned a
much higher modulus than the specimen. According to Huang [19] at low tempeartures and
high loading frequencies the stiffness modulus of asphalt binders approach a limit of 3 Gpa.
Assuming a softer asphalt binder at room temperature, the specimen was assigned a Young’s
modulus of 0.103 GPa (15,000 psi), and the indenter was assigned a modulus value of 1×106
GPa. Typical Poisson’s ratio for asphaltic materials can range between 0.1 to 0.5 [29]. For this
work a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 is used. The first part of the finite element simulation involved
static loading of the tip using a constant concentrated load. The concentrated static load of
5 nN, consistent with the creep AFM test is applied in the y (vertical) direction at the top
of the tip. The response was examined and compared against the Hertz and Galin-Sneddon
solution.
The finite element static indentation solution is shown in Table 2.1 and compared to both
the Sneddon and Hertz solution. The finite element results are very close to that of the
Hertzian solution for a hemispherical tip with radius of 5 nm. This can be attributed to the
sphericity of the tip wherein the contact between the tip and the material is dominated by the
spherical portion of the tip and contribution from the conical part of the tip is negligible. An
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analogy here is the the process of pressing a soft sponge using the tip of the finger. In this
case little to no contact is made with the side of the finger at low levels of indented depth. The
finite element simulation here is also performed with low load levels consistent with load used
during AFM indentation experiments, to ensure fairly shallow depth of indentation compared
to the radius of the indenter itself. This is done to ensure realism, since from a practical
standpoint any material loaded beyond a certain point would exhibit plasticity (permanent
deformation), and therefore would make extremely large levels of elastic deformation highly
unlikely.
Table 2.1: Static Indentation Results Comparison
Sneddon Indentation
Solution (Depth in
nm)
Hertz Indentation
Solution (radius 5
nm) (Depth in nm)
Finite Element
Results (Depth in
nm)
Force Applied (nN)
13.45 6.03 6.24 5.00
19.02 10.20 10.33 5.00
23.29 13.36 13.98 5.00
2.3.4 Parametric Analysis for Indentation of a Viscoelastic Material
The finite element method was used to conduct a parametric analysis for the AFM in-
dentation of a viscoelastic material. As mentioned before, the objective of this parametric
analysis was to determine the most accurate analytical closed form solution for AFM inden-
tation using a conospherical tip. The ultimate goal was to use the aformentioned solution
to estimate microrheology of asphalt binders using AFM indentation. A summary of this
parametric analysis is presented in this section.
In Abaqus, the finite element software used for this parametric analysis, a viscoelastic
material is characterized using the Prony series as follows:
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g(t) = 1−
n
∑
i=1
gi(1− exp(−t/τi)) (2.11)
where g(t) = G(t)/G0 is a non-dimensional shear relaxation moduus. Here gi and τ are the
time dependent prony series parameters, and gi is calculated based on G0 and Gn(time depen-
dent prony series shear modulus parameter). The finite element results are then compared to
viscoelastic analytical solutions derived in the previous section. G(t) is the time dependent
shear relaxation modulus of the specimen, and G0 is the instantaneous shear modulus of the
specimen, which is calculated internally by using the specified Young’s Modulus E and the
Poisson’s ratio µ of the material. A one term prony series was used for this study, and the
material properties E, g1, τ , and the radius of the indenter R were varied for the parametric
analysis. The cone angle was kept at a constant value of 21◦, based on typical cone angle
values of manufactured sharp AFM indenters. The viscoelastic finite element analysis was
performed for a period of 30 seconds, and the instantaneous indentation depth h0 and the
final depth of indentation ht due to the creep indentation is determined. Table 2.2 lists the
range of values for the aforementioned parameters. This range of values was arrived at based
on relaxation properties of typical asphalt binders at 25◦C. A total of 256 simulations were
conducted. The indentation depth from the simulations were compared to the indentation
depth from the analytical solution for a hemi-spherical indenter.
Table 2.2: Parameter Values for Parametric Study
Parameter Values
R in nm 5 7 9 11
E in MPa 0.103 0.203 0.303 0.403
g1 0.585 0.62 0.659 0.705
τ 0.342 0.372 0.402 0.432
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The comparisons revealed that there was a significant difference between the simulation
and analytical solution for a hemi-sphere, espeically in the time dependent portion of the
deformation. Based on the comparisons, the analytical solution for the hemispherical indenter
was modified to include two modification factors α and β . The modified analytical solution
is:
h3/2t (t) =
(1−µ2)
R1/2
P0
[
α
1
E1
+β
1
E2
(1− e−tE2/η)
]
(2.12)
For α a modification factor of 0.90 was determined, and for β a modification factor of 0.77
was determined. These values were able to reduce the error for the time dependent portion
of the solution from approximately 20% to a range between 1 and 5%. Figure 2.4(a) to
Fig. 2.4(d) shows the error between the ht−h0FEM and ht−h0ANAL as a function of non-
dimensionalized material parameter g1 (see Eq. 2.11), where ht is the final depth of inden-
tation and h0 is the instantaneous depth of indentation. Figure 2.5 shows the total depth of
indentation as a function of material parameter g1.
2.4 Experimental Methods and Analysis
2.4.1 Methodology
We start here with Eq. 2.12 with modification factors α and β as 0.9 and 0.77 as discussed
in the previous section. The following is a brief summary of the sequence of steps that were
performed to obtain the phase distribution and indentation curves for different asphalt binders.
A more detailed description of the experimental procedure can be found in the work of Allen
et al. [4].
• Two binders AAD and ABD were selected for this study. These two binders were
obtained from the Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP), Material Reference
Library (MRL). The detailed chemical and mechanical properties of these binders can
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Figure 2.4: (a) %error ht−h0 for conospherical indenter with radius of 5nm (b) %error ht−h0
for conospherical indenter with radius of 7nm (c) %error ht − h0 for conospherical indenter
with radius of 9nm (d) %error ht−h0 for conospherical indenter with radius of 11nm
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Figure 2.5: Total depth of indentation as a function of material parameter g1 (FEM)
be found in [37]
• The Agilent 5400 AFM system was used to perform imaging and indentation on aged
and unaged samples using silicon nitride tips, and the tests were carried out at room
temperature (25◦) . The main component of the system is a microscope, which in-
cludes the scanner, sample stage, high-resolution probe/tip and detector. Other essen-
tial equipment included a high-speed computer, an AFM controller and head electron-
ics box (HEB). Optional equipment included an environmental enclosure and vibration
isolation stage to control vibrations, air turbulence and acoustic noise. All aspects of
the AFM, including alignment, calibration and imaging were controlled by a software
package called PicoView©.
• A cono-spherical tip was used to perform imaging on a 25 micrometer x 25 microme-
ter portion of the asphalt binder. The imaging clearly showed that the asphalt binders
AAD and ABD comprised of two distinct phases: a dispersed phase and a continuous
phase. Immediately after imaging, the AFM tip was then directed to approximately
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10 randomly selected points within each phase to perform the indentation experiment.
A constant load of 5 nN was applied at each location while the indentation depth was
recorded. A semi-quantitative analyses of this creep data clearly demonstrated that the
mechanical properties of the different phases within the asphalt binder were signifi-
cantly different from each other.
• Imaging was also conducted on long-term aged samples of these asphalt binders. Long-
term aging was found to clearly induce microstructural changes in the asphalt binder by
changing the phase structure and distribution. As with the unaged binder, indentation
was also performed on each of the different phases that were imaged. Once again, a
preliminary analyses of the creep data demonstrated that not only was the mechanical
response different for each phase within the binder, but it was also different from the
mechanical response of a similar phase in the unaged binder.
2.4.2 Analysis and Results
In this section, we examine the results obtained from the AFM creep indentation of as-
phalt binder AAD, ABD. More specifically, we will use the measured indentation versus time
curves with the viscoelastic spherical solution (Eq. 2.12 to determine the nano-rheological
properties of the different phases within the asphalt binder before and after aging. Figures
2.6 through 2.9 show AFM surface images, along with creep data recorded unaged and aged
binder AAD, and ABD respectively. Note that the creep, or more correctly, the indentation
versus time curves shown in these figures is the average measurements made at several loca-
tions within each phase. The experimental data for very low levels of deformation contained
noise, which was reduced by applying a polynomial fit. It is important to also note that the
original experimental data contained very large levels of deformation. For this purpose, the
data was reduced and the fit was applied to the indentation data for a shorter period of time
yielding more realistic viscoelastic properties associated with small deformations.
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Figure 2.6: Phase image, profile extraction and creep measurements for unaged asphalt AAD
[4]
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Figure 2.7: Phase image, profile extraction and creep measurements for aged asphalt AAD
[4]
Figure 2.8: Phase image, profile extraction and creep measurements for unaged asphalt ABD
[4]
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Figure 2.9: Phase image, profile extraction and creep measurements for aged asphalt ABD
[4]
The next step involved the use of Excel solver function to perform a least squares analysis,
to fit the recorded data to the modified viscoelastic spherical function show in Eq. 2.12.
The instantaneous modulus calculated, may have been influenced by the rising time effect.
However, the error expected due to this effect will introduce a small bias and the relative
comparison of E1 (instantaneous modulus) between different phases or conditions would
still be meaningful. Figures 2.10 to 2.11 show the unaged and aged creep indentation data
along with modified viscoelastic spherical solution fit for binder AAD. Figure 2.12 to 2.13
show the unaged and aged creep indentation data along with modified viscoelastic solution fit
for binder ABD. The fit parameters obtained through these fits are shown in Table 2.3, and.
The units for E1, E2, and η are in N/m2, N/m2 and Pa.s respectively.
2.5 Discussion
The numerical analysis of an AFM indentation experiment using small loads and a cono-
spherical tip behaves closer to a tip with a hemispherical shape, rather than a perfectly conical
tip. Consequently, the Hertz solution may well represent the indentation experiment under
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Figure 2.10: Depth of indentation as a function of time for unaged and aged asphalt AAD
continuous phase (identified as Phase 1 in Figure 2.6) [4]
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Figure 2.11: Depth of indentation as a function of time for unaged and aged asphalt AAD
discrete phases (identified as phases 2 and 3 in Figure 2.7) [4]
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Figure 2.12: Depth of indentation as a function of time for unaged and aged asphalt ABD
continuous phase (identified as phase 1 in Figure. 2.8) [4]
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Figure 2.13: Depth of indentation as a function of time for unaged and aged asphalt ABD
discrete phase (identified as phase 2 in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9) [4]
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Table 2.3: Fitting parameters for binder AAD viscolelastic spherical indentation modified
solution
Binder Parameter
Phase 1
Unaged
Phase 2
Unaged
Phase 1
Aged
Phase 2
Aged
Phase 3
Aged
AAD E1 2.75×107 3.55×107 4.40×107 4.48×107 3.86×107
AAD E2 5.14×104 1.40×106 2.50×106 9.00×106 7.00×106
AAD η 1.09×106 2.00×106 3.34×106 5.00×106 3.60×106
ABD E1 2.95×107 4.69×107 7.40×107 1.99×108 N/A
ABD E2 2.00×105 1.57×107 3.20×107 1.50×107 N/A
ABD η 1.20×106 2.71×107 1.00×107 8.00×106 N/A
such conditions.
For an elastic material, the numerical analysis shows that the material response indented
by a conospherical tip agrees well with the Hertz solution for a hemispherical tip. However,
the time dependent numerical solution (creep deformation) shows significant deviation from
the Hertz viscoelastic solution (Eq. 2.8), with between 15% to 20% error. The modification
factors introduced are able to successfully reduce this error to acceptable values of 1 to 5%
error. This is important, considering even a small error in the time dependent solution can
lead to major deviation in the calculation of the viscoelastic material parameters.
Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show the creep indentation data along with the modified viscoelas-
tic spherical solution fit for asphalt binder AAD. After ageing, both the continuous, and the
discrete phases showed an increase in the instantaneous modulus resulting in a smaller elastic
deformation. The continuous aged phase deformed half as much of the unaged. The discrete
phase for the aged binder also experience half the amount of deformation as the unaged phase.
Phase 2 discrete phase (bee like) was found to be more stiff than the unaged discrete phase 1,
but less than the aged discrete phase 1.
Figures 2.12 and 2.13 show the creep indentation data along with the viscoelastic spher-
ical modified solution fit for asphalt binder ABD. For this binder, the data indicated that
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the binder experienced significant stiffening due to aging. Both the continuous, and discrete
phases were found to experience less instantaneous and time dependent deformation for the
aged phases as opposed to the unaged ones. The aged continuous phase here was found to
experience significant stiffening, resulting in only 20% deformation of the unaged sample.
The aged discrete phase was found to deform approximately 40% of the unaged phase. How-
ever, aging did not lead to the formation of the bee like structures (AAD discrete phase 2).
Both binder AAD, and ABD were find to be similar in terms of both instantaneous and time
dependent modulus. The continuous phase in binder AAD experienced less stiffening due to
aging than the continuous phase in binder ABD. However, the discrete aged phases of binder
AAD were determined to be stiffer than the discrete phase of binder ABD.
The focus of this study was to quantify the time-dependent response of the various phases
within the asphalt binder. Table 2.3 presents the microrheological properties of the asphalt
binder. These properties were estimated using equation 2.12 and AFM indentation exper-
iments. It is well established that the stiffness of the bulk binder increases with oxidative
aging. The material properties listed in Table 2.3 demonstrate that this increase is consistent,
albeit at different rates, amongst the different phases in the asphalt binder. In all cases the
total creep was reduced from the unaged to the aged sample. Results also indicate that the one
term prony series approximation, which was the creep compliance function chosen for this
study, was adequate to describe the time dependent behavior obtained from AFM indentation
of the phases within the asphalt binder. Regardless, in the future solutions incorporating extra
terms in the creep compliance function should also be explored. However, this also increases
the complexity in determining the modification factors and determining material constants.
During larger levels of deformation, other phenomena such as strain hardening, plasticity
may very likely be present, and will therefore have a large effect on the outcome. The mate-
rial behavior examined here is constrained to the surface of the specimen. This behavior may
or may not be present in the same concentration throughout the depth of the material. Hence,
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it is important to establish that the phenomena examined here may entirely be a surface phe-
nomena and may not extend to the bulk level. This matter needs to be addressed in future
research, and will lead to a better understanding of volumetric composition of asphalt binder.
Kringos et al. [24] discuss the formation of high stress regions around phases that evolve
in asphalt binders due to kinetic processes. These high stress regions eventually lead to
cracking and failure. The work described here can be used to provide material properties
required for such failure analyses, and help uncover the complex processes that lead to the
degradation of mechanical properties in asphalt binder.
2.6 Conclusions
The main objective of this work was to present the development of a modified viscoelas-
tic spherical indentation solution and demonstrate its ability to analyze the time dependent
response of a soft material under a cono-spherical tip of an AFM. The solution was used to
determine the microrheology, i.e., the creep compliance properties of different phases, of two
different asphalt binders before and after long-term aging. The following are some of the
conclusions that can be drawn from this study:
• The modified viscoelastic solution was found to be suitable to analyze creep data ob-
tained from nano-indentation of different phases of the asphalt binder using the AFM.
The solution resulted in meaningful creep compliance parameters for the two binders
based on a Voigt model.
• For a given binder and aging condition, the continuous phase was typically less stiff
than the discrete phase/phases. Elastic (instantaneous) and time dependent (viscoelas-
tic) responses were quantified in terms of material constants according to the Voigt
model by means of the modified viscoelastic solution. The ability to characterize the
individual phases according to this methodology offers a means for characterization
of the rheological responses of the composite (comprised of all phases) as well as the
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promise of being able to predict and quantify damage at this length scale. This is a
first step in the evaluation of damage and healing characteristics at a length scale not
normally considered and for nano-characterization and nano-modification.
• The stiffness of individual phases for both AAD and AAB consistently increased after
aging. The overall stiffness of the aged phases were upto three times that of the unaged
phases. While the increase in stiffness of the binder due to aging is expected, it is
important to note that the modified viscoelastic spherical solution could be used to
quantify these changes within the different phases of the asphalt binder.
Future work in this area will include, the development of an analytical solution with mul-
tiple term prony series along with the updated modification factors. Surface forces such as
van der Waals forces during the initial contact period must be incorporated into the solu-
tion. Other complex material behavior such as plasticity, and the coupling of plasticity and
viscoelasticity may yield more realistic material response, and hence must be studied. The
material behavior as a bulk must be examined, to ensure whether the observed material re-
sponse is not only limited to the surface of the specimen. These steps will lead to more
clear and in depth understanding of the AFM indentation of asphalt thin film. Proper quan-
tification of the viscoelastic properties of micro-constituents of asphalt thin film can lead to
the understanding of the effects of temperature, aging, binder modifiers etc. The formation
of additional phases through the process of aging can help explain the evolution of asphalt
behavior under different environmental conditions.
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3. THE EVOLUTION OF ASPHALT BINDER MICROSTRUCTURE DUE TO
TENSILE LOADING DETERMINED USING THE ATOMIC FORCE
MICROSCOPY AND IMAGE PROCESSING TECHNIQUES∗
3.1 Introduction
The study of the physical properties of asphalt binder or bitumen is motivated by eco-
nomic implications. Due to the significant rise in bitumen prices over the last few decades,
engineering of modified binders with enhanced properties has become one of the main fo-
cuses of the asphalt industry. In order to engineer binders that can deliver improved field
performance with longer durability, a better understanding of the complex mechanisms that
drive the degradation of binder properties is necessary. Technological advancement in the
field of microscopy has greatly facilitated this aspect of asphalt research. The development
of experimental techniques such as atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM), and X-ray tomography has allowed researchers to examine bitumen and
asphalt mixtures at a much smaller scale [4, 2, 28, 44, 20, 33, 34, 42]. These techniques
have led to an improved understanding of the link between the microstructure of the bitumen
(or bitumen-aggregate composite) and the resulting mechanical processes during loading that
lead to distresses such as fatigue damage and cracking.
During the last few decades the ability to examine bitumen using an AFM has resulted in
considerable improvements in the understanding of the bitumen microstructure and behavior.
Techniques for using the AFM to investigate the bitumen microstructure have also signifi-
cantly improved during this time. Loeber et al. [28, 27] were among the first to report the
existence of so called “bee” structures with an oblong shaped outline and rippled topogra-
∗Reprinted from "Evolution of asphalt binder microstructure due to tensile loading determined using AFM
and image analysis techniques" by Rezwan Jahangir, Dallas N. Little, and Amit Bhasin. International Journal
of Pavement Engineering, 16(4), 337-349,2015, ©(2015) with permission from IJPE
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phy (see figure 3.1). They reported an increase in these “bee” structures with an increase in
asphaltene content. Jager et al. [20] and Tarefder et al. [54] were able to use AFM inden-
tation and nanoindentation, respectively, to measure the differences in stiffness among the
different phases found in bitumen. Following the work of Loeber et al., Pauli and Grimes
[43] also examined the correlation of asphaltene content with the formation of the bee struc-
tures. Their initial work was in good agreement with Loeber’s work and they also reported
that for some AFM devices, the laser used during the imaging process seemed to dissolve
the bee structures. Subsequent work by Pauli et al. [44] demonstrated that the formation of
such structures was attributed to the presence of waxes in asphalt binders. A more recent
study by Allen at el. [4] also examined these bee structures. They reported an increase in the
formation of bee structures with aging of the asphalt binder. They were able to use AFM in-
dentation to measure viscoelastic creep properties for the different identifiable phases within
the binder. Allen et al. [3] further developed this work and studied chemically doped asphalt
binders. They also used chemical force microscopy with the AFM to study the characteristics
of the microstructure with respect to the change in relative proportions of different asphalt
fractions based on their polarity. Allen reported that an increase in the saturate content led
to an increase in the size and concentration of bee structures at the bitumen surface. In some
respects, the findings reported by Allen et al. [4] are consistent with the findings reported
by Pauli et al. [44] since waxes are a subset of the saturates present in the asphalt binder.
In addition, Allen et al. [3] and Pauli et al. [44] both discussed that the formation of bee
structures cannot be attributed to just one factor, but rather a combination of factors and quite
possibly may be the result of incompatibility of different molecular species interacting with
one another. Das [9] referred to this process as phase separation and described that the mo-
bility of the different phases found within the bitumen correlated well with the results from
differential calorimetry. They concluded that the phase separation mostly occurred within the
crystallization temperature range for each bitumen sample tested.
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Figure 3.1: AFM phase image of VALERO PG 70-22 binder (20×20
Although there are a considerable number of publications on the formation of micro
structures at the surface of the bitumen, very little research has been done on the relation-
ship between these microstructures and failure mechanisms in the binder. Kringos et al.
[24] discussed the possibility of weak interstitial zones existing between the bee phase and
the surrounding phases. Kringos suggested that the composite response of the material due
to loading would result in high stress regions at the boundaries of the bee structures which
could serve as nucleation sites for cracking and damage assuming all regions have comparable
strength. Another possible theory for crack nucleation was proposed by Allen [2]. According
to Allen [2] the bee structures themselves might serve as crack nucleation sites. Based on
this assumption, Allen used fracture mechanics to describe crack growth resulting from high
tensile strains induced in the material. Das [9] examined damage evolution by applying ther-
mal cycles to various bitumen samples with different chemical compositions. They proposed
that an increase in wax content increased crack formation during thermal cycling of bitumen
samples. All the aforementioned studies discuss various hypotheses regarding damage mech-
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anisms in bitumen at a micrometer length scale. One of the main purposes of this study was
to examine the role of the microstructure of bitumen on damage initiation and propagation.
3.2 Background
The overall goal of this study was to better understand the relationship between bitu-
men microstructure and damage evolution. As mentioned before the three main elements to
achieve this goal were to-
• Observe the microstructure and measure microrheology of different domains using the
AFM.
• Use the microrheology and geometry obtained using the AFM with finite element anal-
ysis to evaluate the internal stress distribution of a bitumen specimen subjected to ten-
sile strain.
• Image a test specimen of the bitumen before and after applying a tensile strain under
an AFM with the aid of a loading frame.
This section presents the background relevant to each of the aforementioned three steps. It
is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basics of AFM imaging. Also, the following
terminology will be used in the remainder of this paper to avoid any ambiguity. The term
phase will be used to refer to the microstructural entities or domains observed using AFM
phase imaging. The term “phase” is used for brevity and does not imply a different physical
structure with the same chemical composition (as in the case of the traditional definition of
phase). The term microstructure refers to the spatial distribution of different phases observed
on the surface of the bitumen sample. The term microrheology refers to the time dependent
properties of different phases.
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3.2.1 Microstructure and Microrheology
The creep response of an AFM tip indenting into a soft time dependent material is a
function of material properties, geometry of the indenting tip and external factors such as
temperature. Galin [14] and Sneddon [51] relate the applied load to the depth of indentation
for an elastic material indented using different tip geometries. Hertz also provides a solution
for the indentation of elastic bodies using a spherical indenter [18, 17]. Both solutions are
based on the assumption of infinitesimal strains, and a semi-infinite half space. More recent
work involving nanoindentation was carried out by Fischer-Cripps [13], and Vandamme et
al. [57] who provide viscoelastic solutions for creep indentation of materials exhibiting time
dependent behavior. Fischer-Cripps [13] used the work of Radok and Lee [26] and Hertz to
construct viscoelastic solutions for the spherical and conical indenters. These solutions are
based on mechanical analog models that utilize springs and dashpots to represent viscoelastic
behavior. Van Damme used Laplace transforms to obtain the time dependent solutions from
Radok and Lee’s linear solutions. Van Damme derived solutions for viscoelastic materials
that can be represented by a 3-parameter Maxwell model, 4-parameter Kelvin-Voigt model,
and 5-parameter Kelvin-Voigt-Maxwell model. Jones [22] derived a viscoelastic solution
using similar method to Van Damme. This solution is not limited to mechanical analog
models and can be used with any creep compliance function. Jones assumed a constant
Poisson’s ratio and a conical indenter for his solution.
The extent of AFM research involving the extraction or quantification of micro-scale
properties of bitumen has been fairly limited. For example, Jager et al. [20] used AFM in-
dentation and reported relative differences in stiffness values among asphalt phases. Jager et
al. also stated that measuring the micro-mechanical properties of constituent phases of a bitu-
men is an important step in order to establish a chemo-mechanical link between the chemical
composition and rheology of the bitumen. In this study, AFM imaging and indentation com-
bined with a solution similar to the one developed by Fisher-Cripps [13] and Jones [22] was
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used to determine microrheology of the bitumen samples.
3.2.2 Finite Element Analysis
The Finite Element Method (FEM) is a common tool that is used to obtain numerical
solutions to problems that are difficult to analyze analytically. In the area of asphalt materials,
several researchers have used this method to study the composite behavior of hot mix asphalt
(HMA) [35, 31, 32, 8, 59]. X-ray tomography or other microscopy techniques such as AFM
are typically used to obtain the geometry required for the finite element model. For example,
Dai [8] used x-ray tomography images of hot mix asphalt samples (HMA) to develop two
dimensional and three dimensional finite element models to predict viscoelastic properties
such as dynamic modulus and phase angle of the hot mix asphalt composite. She simulated
a uniaxial compression test using the finite element model and compared the results from
the model to actual experiments performed under similar loading conditions. She found
that two dimensional simulation provided reasonably accurate results, which improved with
the use of three dimensional simulation. Taesun et al. [59] also used x-ray tomography to
obtain a three-dimensional microstructural image of hot mix asphalt core samples. Using
these three-dimensional images and a combination of viscoelastic and viscoplastic damage
material models they were able to determine the composite properties of HMA samples.
In summary, several researchers have used the finite element method to evaluate local
stress distributions and properties of asphalt composites as a function of the properties and
spatial distribution of their constituent materials. These studies have also demonstrated that
results from such computational methods compare well with experimental results. However,
to best of the authors’ knowledge, such studies have only been applied to the material at a
millimeter or higher length scale and have not been used to evaluate the bitumen. In this study,
two dimensional finite element analysis was used at a micrometer length scale to model the
bitumen as a composite. The geometry of this composite was obtained using AFM imaging
and material properties for different phases were obtained by AFM indentation.
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3.2.3 Microscale Tensile Testing
Microscale tensile testing has been used in many fields to obtain mechanical properties of
thin film specimens. Tuck et al. [56] and Paryab et al. [41] used micro-scale tensile testing to
evaluate creep in thermal actuators by investigating fatigue properties of poly-silicon. Several
other researchers [12, 25, 40, 36] used micro-scale tensile testing to evaluate the relaxation
and creep behavior of switches made of aluminum and gold films. Sontheimer [52] used this
method to address wear issues in micro-meters.
The use of microscale testing has been relatively nonexistent in the area of asphalt re-
search. Small scale evaluation of bitumen properties has been based on the testing of thin
films. For example, Marek and Herrin [30] were among the first to report the tensile behavior
of bitumen thin films. They determined that film thickness and tensile strength are inversely
related when the film thickness exceeds a hundred microns. Poulikakos et al. [47] performed
uniaxial tensile tests on thin bitumen films at multiple temperatures in order to investigate the
failure mechanism. More recently, Sultana et al. [53] demonstrated that bitumen films under
a similar state of stress had similar tensile strength irrespective of film thickness.
3.3 Methodology
One of the main objectives of this paper is to determine the role of bitumen microstructure
in damage evolution at a micrometer length scale. Figure 3.2 provides a visual representation
of the methodology adopted for this study. Each element of this methodology is described in
the following sections.
3.3.1 Materials
Bitumen samples from two different sources were selected for this study. The two se-
lected binders were used extensively in previous research projects by the authors and several
other research agencies in the USA. Specifically, one of these binders is from the materials
reference library developed and used by the Asphalt Research Consortium (ARC) and des-
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Figure 3.2: Flowchart of methodology adopted for this study
ignated as binder BI0002 in the various reports that were generated by the ARC. The other
binder was from the materials reference library developed and used by the Strategic High-
way Research Program (SHRP) and designated as binder AAD. In this work asphalt binder
BI0002 is referred to as binder A and asphalt binder AAD is referred to as binder B. Addi-
tional information regarding these two binders can be found in Allen [2].
3.3.2 Specimen Preparation
Several studies on AFM imaging of bitumen have used spin coating to prepare thin film
samples on glass substrates. This process produces a thin and homogeneous smooth surface
that is ideal for AFM imaging. Although specimen preparation using spin coating is advan-
tageous for AFM imaging, it is not known whether this process influences the microstructure
of the binder compared to a hot melt specimen preparation. In order to prepare the test spec-
imens for this study a custom made Teflon mold was fabricated. The purpose of the Teflon
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Figure 3.3: Teflon mold used to prepare asphalt binder samples
mold was to shape and support the test specimens formed to a specified thickness that could
then be used in conjunction with a loading frame apparatus to study the effects of tensile
loads. Figure 3.3 shows the custom designed mold used to prepare the asphalt binder test
specimen for this study. The mold can be used to extend the specimen length from 10 to 20
mm, while the specimen width and thickness are fixed at 14mm and 3.5mm respectively.
The specimen preparation procedure is as follows:
• Sufficient amount of bitumen was placed into the Teflon mold and the binder was
heated to 150◦ C, comparable to mixing temperatures for asphalt mixtures.
• The specimen was then cooled by lowering the temperature by 10◦ C every five min-
utes.
• Once the sample reached 50◦ C, it was maintained at that temperature for a period of
20 minutes and then allowed to cool to the ambient temperature.
• The sample was then kept in a sealed container overnight before testing was performed.
3.3.3 Microrheology Using AFM Creep Indentation
The AFM creep indentation test was used to obtain viscoelastic properties of the bitumen
by generally following the work of Allen et al. [4, 2, 3]. The procedure used to obtain
microrheology for different phases on the bitumen surface is briefly described below.
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• Two replicate specimens for each of the two binders A and B were prepared using the
heat casting method on glass slides.
• The Agilent 5400 AFM system was used to perform imaging and indentation using
silicon nitride tips. The tests were carried out at room temperature (25◦) . The main
component of the system is a microscope, which includes the scanner, sample stage,
high-resolution probe/tip and detector. Other essential equipment included a high-
speed computer, an AFM controller and head electronics box (HEB), an environmental
enclosure and vibration isolation stage to control vibrations, air turbulence and acous-
tic noise. All aspects of the AFM, including alignment, calibration and imaging were
controlled by a software package called PicoView©.
• AFM imaging was used to determine the presence of different phases on the bitumen
surface. A cono-spherical tip was used to image a 50 micrometer x 50 micrometer
portion of the bitumen surface.
• Immediately after imaging, the AFM tip was directed to seven randomly selected points
within each of the identifiable phases to perform the indentation experiment. A constant
load using a voltage value of 0.2V was applied at each location while the indentation
depth was recorded. The voltage was transformed into a force value by multiplying it
with the deflection sensitivity and the spring constant of the cantilever used for the test.
• The results from the randomly selected points for each phase were averaged for further
analyses.
A three element Voigt spring-dashpot analog model was used to model the viscoelastic
behavior of the different phases observed in the bitumen (Fig. 3.4). The creep compliance
for this analog model is defined as follows:
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Figure 3.4: Voigt spring and dashpot viscoelastic model
D(t) =
[
1
E1
+
1
E2
(1− e−tE2/η)
]
(3.1)
where, D(t) is the creep compliance, E1 is the instantaneous modulus, E2 and η are
time dependent parameters. The data from the indentation tests were used to determine the
instantaneous modulus and the time dependent parameters for each of the identifiable phases
for each bitumen specimen.
3.3.4 Finite Element Analysis
In order to study the composite effect of individual phases present within the asphalt
binder a finite element model was developed for each of the two binders. The phase images
obtained using the AFM were used as geometry inputs for the finite element model. Figures
3.5 and 3.6 show the finite element meshes along with the corresponding AFM phase images.
The "bee" phases are highlighted in green, the "bee casing" regions are highlighted in red,
and the "interstitial" regions are highlighted in light blue in fig. 3.5 and 3.6.
The measurements obtained using the AFM indentation tests were used as the material
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Figure 3.5: (a) AFM phase image and (b) Finite element mesh of asphalt binder A (50x50
microns2)
property inputs for the finite element model. More specifically, the Abaqus finite element
software used in this study requires a Prony series stress relaxation function to model the
viscoelastic response. The expression is given by:
g(t) = 1−
n
∑
i=1
gi(1− exp(−t/τi)) (3.2)
where, g(t) = G(t)/G0 is a non-dimensional shear relaxation modulus. The terms gi and τ
are the time dependent Prony series parameters, and gi is calculated based on G0 and Gn (time
dependent Prony series shear modulus parameter). G(t) is the time dependent shear relax-
ation modulus of the specimen, and G0 is the instantaneous shear modulus of the specimen,
which is calculated internally by using the specified Young’s Modulus E and the Poisson’s ra-
tio µ of the material. With the use of Laplace transformation, the creep compliance function
given by the Voigt spring-dasphot analog model was transformed to a one term Prony series
required for Abaqus implementation. The finite element simulation entailed the application
of a strain of 10% being held for a duration of 4 seconds.
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Figure 3.6: (a) AFM phase image and (b) Finite element mesh of asphalt binder B (50x50
microns2)
3.3.5 Loading Frame Setup
In order to examine the effect of applied load/displacement on the microstructure of as-
phalt binder a loading frame was designed to precisely apply tensile displacement to the test
specimen. Due to the sensitivity of the AFM to electrical noise the device was designed to
be manually driven using a micrometer drive. Figure 3.7 is a schematic of the loading frame.
Axial displacement of the non-rotating spindle was achieved using a micrometer drive with
precision of 0.0001 mm. The specimen is held between two metal plates that are screwed
onto the fixed spindle and the micrometer spindle allowing it to translate along the spindle
axis. The spindles are held onto the base plate using a metallic U-frame. Figure 3.8 shows
the final prototype of the loading frame that was used to carry out the experiments.
Once the specimen was prepared it was attached to the loading frame using the screws
on the metallic fixture plates. The experimental procedure used to study the effect of tensile
displacement on the microstructure is described as follows:
• The initial length of the specimen was measured using a vernier caliper. Using this
measurement the amount of displacement that was to be applied in order to obtain 1%
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Figure 3.7: Micro-loading frame design
Figure 3.8: Micro-loading frame final prototype
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and 5% strain was calculated.
• Once the sample was mounted on the loading frame it was allowed to rest for ten
minutes to allow the binder to relieve any stresses that may have built up during the
mounting of the specimen.
• The sample was then imaged using AFM phase imaging in its initial condition without
any load being applied.
• The amount of displacement necessary to obtain 1% tensile strain was then applied.
The specimen was allowed to relax for a period of five minutes in order for it to reach a
steady state condition. The specimen was then re-imaged to obtain the microstructure
after deformation.
• Each time a minimum of five 50x50 microns2 images were obtained.
• This process was repeated and AFM images of binder microstructure were obtained
after 1% and 5% applied tensile strain.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 AFM Creep Indentation Results
Using the creep indentation technique discussed in the methodology section, viscoelas-
tic properties for the "bee" phase, the "bee casing" phase, and the "interstitial" phase were
obtained. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the creep indentation response of different phases in
bitumens A and B. The applied constant load was calculated to be approximately one mi-
cronewton. The load was applied for a period of four seconds and the indentation response
was fit to a conical Sneddon viscoelastic solution in order to obtain the viscoelastic creep
compliance parameters for each phase. Table 3.1 summarizes these results.
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Figure 3.9: Viscoelastic creep indentation response of asphalt binder BI0002 Unaged
Table 3.1: AFM creep indentation analysis of asphalt binder A and B
Binder
Parameter
(unit)
Bee
Bee
Casing
Interstitial
A E1 (Pa) 2.66E+09 4.12E+09 5.25E+09
A E2 (Pa) 2.00E+04 9.00E+05 9.00E+06
A eta (Pa.s) 1.79E+08 3.52E+08 8.02E+08
B E1 (Pa) 1.75E+09 2.53E+09 4.35E+09
B E2 (Pa) 5.00E+04 8.00E+04 9.00E+04
B eta (Pa.s) 2.43E+07 1.32E+08 6.82E+07
3.4.2 Results from the Finite Element Analysis
Figures 3.11 (a) and (b) show the von Mises stress contours for finite element simulations
of stress relaxation experiments performed on binders (a) A and (b) B. The highest stresses
were observed in the interstitial phase and the lowest stresses were observed in the bee phase.
The bee casing phase exhibits an intermediate level of stresses compared to the other phases.
Figure 3.12 (a) and (b) show the internal distribution of tensile strains experienced by both
binders. The contours here show that the bee regions experience the highest local tensile
strains while the interstitial zones experience the lowest amount of local tensile strains which
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Figure 3.10: Viscoelastic creep indentation response of asphalt binder AAD Unaged
is consistent with the results shown in figure 3.11 (a) and (b).
Table 3.2 shows the maximum and minimum von Mises, and tensile strain values for
both binders based on the FEM simulations. The maximum stress for binders A and B are
approximately 2.5 and 3.5 times the minimum stress, respectively.
Figure 3.11: Von mises stress contours for finite element simulations of asphalt binders (a) A
and (b) B (50x50 microns2)
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Figure 3.12: Tensile strain contours for finite element simulations of asphalt binders (a) A
and (b) B (50x50 microns2)
Table 3.2: Finite element results of stress relaxation simulation of asphalt binders A and B
BINDER
MAX
TENSILE
STRAIN
MIN
TENSILE
STRAIN
MAX VON
MISES
STRESS
MIN VON
MISES
STRESS
A 0.169 0.0613 0.628 GPa 0.258 GPa
B 0.194 0.0503 0.558 GPa 0.167 GPa
3.4.3 AFM Imaging Before and After Load Application
Three distinct phases were observed in the AFM images of each of the two binders (Figure
3.13). The first phase can be described as the “bee” phase, a second phase that surrounds
the “bee” phase referred to as the “bee casing” phase, and a third phase referred to as the
“interstitial phase” that occupies the space between the bee casing. The interstitial phase is
not clearly visible without image enhancement and has been highlighted for the convenience
of the reader in figure 3.14 .
Figure 3.15 shows AFM phase images of binders A and B after the application of one
percent strain. Both test specimens show clear signs of load induced phase separation (LIPS).
It is also evident from the microstructural changes in the images that the LIPS occurs around
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the bee casing phases and go through the interstitial zones. Figure 3.16 shows AFM phase
images of binders A and B after five percent strain. Microstructural changes observed here
are consistent with that of figure 3.15. Here the LIPS zones are more prominent.
Figure 3.13: AFM phase image showing microstructural features of asphalt binder (a) AAD
and (b) BI0002 (50x50 microns2)
Figure 3.14: AFM phase image showing interstitial phase of asphalt binder (a) AAD and (b)
BI0002 (50x50 microns2)
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Figure 3.15: AFM phase image showing microstructural features of asphalt binder (a) AAD
and (b) BI0002 (50x50 microns2) after 1% strain
Figure 3.16: AFM phase image showing microstructural features of asphalt binder (a) AAD
and (b) BI0002 (50x50 microns2) after 5% strain
In order to quantitatively assess the changes in the microstructure due to the applied ten-
sile strain we employed image analysis techniques using the open source image analysis tool
ImageJ. Various geometric attributes were obtained and a comparison of these attributes was
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done before and after strain was applied to the test specimens. Due to phase separation and
changes that occurred in the bee casing and interstitial phases, comparisons here are only
made on the basis of the discrete bee phase. Table 3.3 compares the distribution of the bee
structures before and after load is applied to binders A and B.
Table 3.3: Microstructural analysis of asphalt binder A and B
STRAIN LEVEL
TOTAL
COUNT
MEAN
AREA (µ
m2)
%Area
before (binder A) 743 2.93 21.39
one percent (binder
A)
586 2.99 17.07
five percent (binder
A)
490 2.61 12.35
before (binder B) 369 5.40 19.58
one percent (binder
B)
317 5.29 16.26
five percent (binder
B)
272 3.21 8.69
3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Microrheology
A creep AFM indentation technique was used to obtain the micro-rheology of the three
different phases observed in each binder (Figures 3.10 and 3.9). The indentation response
for a similar phase was distinctly different for each binder; this would be expected given that
the two binders were from very different sources and had different chemical composition and
mechanical properties. The rank order of instantaneous modulus for each of the three phases
was similar for both binders. The bee phase had the lowest while the interstitial phase had the
highest magnitude of instantaneous modulus. The time dependent response showed a slightly
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different trend for binder A compared to binder B. Although the interstitial phase was deter-
mined to be the least compliant for binder A, it showed an intermediate level of compliance
compared to the two other phases for binder B. Dourado et al. [10] and Allen et al. [4] re-
ported similar trends between the bee and the surrounding phases using similar indentation
techniques. The findings from this study and the studies of Dourado et al. [10] and Allen et
al. [4] strongly suggest that the mechanical properties of the different phases are substantially
different. A corollary to this observation is that stress localization is likely to occur within
the bitumen when subjected to external loads. Such localization will be a function of the
rheology and geometric distribution of phases. However, further work is needed to determine
whether there exists any consistent relationship between different structural features and rank
order of stiffness.
Note that the authors recognize that the properties obtained for different phases through
such microrheological measurements and analyses are not absolute properties. For example,
the properties are obtained by surface indentation and as such the material structure beneath
the surface even for a thick melt specimen will influence the results obtained. Similarly,
the indentation using a conospherical tip is not the same as one dimensional uniaxial load-
ing. However, despite these biases, the measured microrheology does show substantial and
consistent differences in mechanical properties of the different phases. While such measure-
ments may not be perfect, they are nonetheless a good semi-quantitative representation of the
properties of different phases within the binder.
3.5.2 Finite Element Analysis
Figures 3.11 (a) and (b) illustrate the internal distribution of the von Mises stress in both
binders undergoing stress relaxation over a period of four seconds. As expected, the highest
level of stress was found within the interstitial and bee casing phases while the bee phase
experienced the lowest level of stress. This suggests that the interstitial or the bee casing
phases are the most likely to experience damage once the specimen is loaded. One of the
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more interesting observations from these analyses was that the local stress amplification for
binder A (ratio of the highest to lowest local stress) was much lower in magnitude compared
to the stress amplification in binder B. Also, both binders A and B had a similar percentage
of area occupied by the bee structures (approximately 20%). However, binder A had a higher
number of bee structures with a smaller mean size compared to binder B, which had fewer
bee structures with a larger mean size. We speculate that the dispersed nature of these bee
structures in binder A results in a more homogenous stress distribution and consequently
lower stress amplification.
3.5.3 The Effect of Tensile Strain on Microstructure
A comparison of images before and after applying 1% tensile strain (e.g. Figure 3.15)
clearly shows the formation of a crack like network notably between the bee structures. The
term "crack like" is emphasized here because the experimental work in this area is premature
to conclude that there features are indeed cracks in the conventional sense, wherein a new
surface is formed. Instead these features may be more appropriately referred to as the change
in phase or morphology due to the action of load or simply load induced phase separation
(LIPS). It is speculated that these LIPS zones are the precursor to conventional forms of
damage. Another notable feature of the LIPS zone is that these occur predominantly in areas
in between the bee casings or the "interstitial spaces" as described previously. In fact, based
on the microrheology measurements and finite element analyses the regions that correspond
to the LIPS zones are also the regions that correspond to higher stress amplification (discussed
in section 5.2)
The second observation from these experiments is that the LIPS zones occur most likely
at the expense of the bee-structures. In other words, the tensile strain not only resulted in the
formation of the LIPS zones but also the disintegration of the bee structures that possibly were
in the proximity of these zones. This is further supported by the quantitative analysis of these
structures using ImageJ before and after the application of the tensile strains. Binders A and B
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had approximately 21% and 14% reduction in the number of bee structures, respectively after
the application of 1% strain. The area occupied by these bee structures was approximately
3-4% less of the total surface after 1% applied strain. Also, the smaller bee structures most
likely were the first to completely dissipate due to the tensile displacement experienced. The
larger bee structures were only partially dissipated since the amount of the strain applied may
not have been large enough in magnitude to cause complete dissipation of the larger area
taken up by the larger sized features.
In summary, the numerical simulations verify that differences in mechanical properties
among the different phases lead to stress localization. In the finite element simulations we
can clearly see that the highest stresses occur in the bee casing and interstitial phases. The
formation of the LIPS zones or crack like networks correlates well to the locations where
highest levels of stresses occurred in the finite element simulations. This verifies that the
differences in material properties most likely lead to high levels of localized stresses that lead
to damage initiation in the interstitial and the bee casing phases.
3.6 Conclusions
The objective of this study was to evaluate the inter-relationship of tensile load, damage
nucleation and microstructure of the bitumen. A combination of AFM imaging and creep
indentation measurements were used to obtain geometry and microrheology of the phases
observed on the bitumen surface. This information was used with the finite element method to
examine the internal stresses in the binder and potential evolution of damage. The following
conclusions are drawn from the study:
• AFM phase imaging revealed three different phases for each of the two binders studied.
AFM indentation was used to semi-quantitatively evaluate of the rheology of these
phases for a given bitumen, referred to as microrheology. Results clearly show that the
compliance of different phases within a bitumen are substantially different. In other
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words, viscoelastic properties obtained through AFM creep indentation experiments
show material inhomogeneity exists within the bitumen at a micrometer length scale.
• The composite finite element simulations show that the differences in properties of the
different phases result in high levels of localized stress or stress amplification within
the interstitial zones. The stress amplification was higher for the binder with larger but
fewer bee structures compared to the binder with smaller but more bee structures.
• The application of tensile load or displacement causes cracks or phase separation zones
to appear which are referred to as LIPS zones.
• The high stress regions observed from the finite element simulation coincide with the
areas within which the LIPS zones form. This suggests that material inhomogeneity
leads to the development of high stresses within interstitial zones which leads to dam-
age nucleation and propagation.
The above conclusions suggest that the ability to manipulate the microstructure of bitu-
men (e.g. using chemical or other modifiers) has a significant influence on the durability
and inherent ability of the bitumen to resist damage. Further work is required to (i) more
accurately characterize the microrheology of bitumen, (ii) more accurately and quantitatively
assess the relationship between damage evolution in the bitumen and its microstructure, and
(iii) establish a better understanding of the relationship between the chemical composition of
the bitumen and its microstructure.
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4. A STUDY OF THE EVOLUTION OF ASPHALT BINDER MICROSTRUCTURE
DUE TO AGING AND TENSILE LOADING
4.1 Introduction
The study of the physical properties of asphalt binder or bitumen is motivated by eco-
nomic implications. Due to the significant rise in bitumen prices over the last few decades,
engineering of modified binders with enhanced properties has become one of the main fo-
cuses of the asphalt industry. In order to engineer binders that can deliver improved field
performance with longer durability, a better understanding of the complex mechanisms that
drive the degradation of binder properties is necessary. Technological advancement in the
field of microscopy has greatly facilitated this aspect of asphalt research. The development
of experimental techniques such as atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM), and X-ray tomography has allowed researchers to examine bitumen and
asphalt mixtures at a much smaller scale [4, 2, 28, 44, 20, 33, 34, 42]. These techniques
have led to an improved understanding of the link between the microstructure of the bitumen
(or bitumen-aggregate composite) and the resulting mechanical processes during loading that
lead to distresses such as fatigue damage and cracking.
During the last few decades the ability to examine bitumen using an AFM has resulted in
considerable improvements in the understanding of the bitumen microstructure and behavior.
Techniques for using the AFM to investigate the bitumen microstructure have also signifi-
cantly improved during this time. Loeber et al. [28, 27] were among the first to report the
existence of so called “bee” structures with an oblong shaped outline and rippled topogra-
phy (see figure 4.1). They reported an increase in these “bee” structures with an increase in
asphaltene content. Jager et al. [20] and Tarefder et al. [54] were able to use AFM inden-
tation and nanoindentation, respectively, to measure the differences in stiffness among the
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different phases found in bitumen. Following the work of Loeber et al., Pauli and Grimes
[43] also examined the correlation of asphaltene content with the formation of the bee struc-
tures. Their initial work was in good agreement with Loeber’s work and they also reported
that for some AFM devices, the laser used during the imaging process seemed to dissolve
the bee structures. Subsequent work by Pauli et al. [44] demonstrated that the formation of
such structures was attributed to the presence of waxes in asphalt binders. A more recent
study by Allen at el. [4] also examined these bee structures. They reported an increase in the
formation of bee structures with aging of the asphalt binder. They were able to use AFM in-
dentation to measure viscoelastic creep properties for the different identifiable phases within
the binder. Allen et al. [3] further developed this work and studied chemically doped asphalt
binders. They also used chemical force microscopy with the AFM to study the characteristics
of the microstructure with respect to the change in relative proportions of different asphalt
fractions based on their polarity. Allen reported that an increase in the saturate content led
to an increase in the size and concentration of bee structures at the bitumen surface. In some
respects, the findings reported by Allen et al. [4] are consistent with the findings reported
by Pauli et al. [44] since waxes are a subset of the saturates present in the asphalt binder.
In addition, Allen et al. [3] and Pauli et al. [44] both discussed that the formation of bee
structures cannot be attributed to just one factor, but rather a combination of factors and quite
possibly may be the result of incompatibility of different molecular species interacting with
one another. Das [9] referred to this process as phase separation and described that the mo-
bility of the different phases found within the bitumen correlated well with the results from
differential calorimetry. They concluded that the phase separation mostly occurred within the
crystallization temperature range for each bitumen sample tested.
Although there are a considerable number of publications on the formation of micro
structures at the surface of the bitumen, very little research has been done on the relation-
ship between these microstructures and failure mechanisms in the binder. Kringos et al.
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Figure 4.1: AFM phase image of VALERO PG 70-22 binder (20×20
[24] discussed the possibility of weak interstitial zones existing between the bee phase and
the surrounding phases. Kringos suggested that the composite response of the material due
to loading would result in high stress regions at the boundaries of the bee structures which
could serve as nucleation sites for cracking and damage assuming all regions have comparable
strength. Another possible theory for crack nucleation was proposed by Allen [2]. According
to Allen [2] the bee structures themselves might serve as crack nucleation sites. Based on
this assumption, Allen used fracture mechanics to describe crack growth resulting from high
tensile strains induced in the material. Das [9] examined damage evolution by applying ther-
mal cycles to various bitumen samples with different chemical compositions. They proposed
that an increase in wax content increased crack formation during thermal cycling of bitumen
samples. All the aforementioned studies discuss various hypotheses regarding damage mech-
anisms in bitumen at a micrometer length scale. One of the main purposes of this study was
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to examine the role of the microstructure of bitumen on damage initiation and propagation.
4.2 Background
The overall goal of this study was to better understand the relationship between bitu-
men microstructure and damage evolution. As mentioned before the three main elements to
achieve this goal were to-
• Observe the microstructure and measure microrheology of different domains using the
AFM.
• Use the microrheology and geometry obtained using the AFM with FE analysis to eval-
uate the internal stress distribution of a bitumen specimen subjected to tensile strain.
• Image a test specimen of the bitumen before and after applying a tensile strain under
an AFM with the aid of a loading frame.
This section presents the background relevant to each of the aforementioned three steps. It
is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basics of AFM imaging. Also, the following
terminology will be used in the remainder of this paper to avoid any ambiguity. The term
phase will be used to refer to the microstructural entities or domains observed using AFM
phase imaging. The term “phase” is used for brevity and does not imply a different physical
structure with the same chemical composition (as in the case of the traditional definition of
phase). The term microstructure refers to the spatial distribution of different phases observed
on the surface of the bitumen sample. The term microrheology refers to the time dependent
properties of different phases.
4.2.1 Microstructure and Microrheology
The creep response of an AFM tip indenting into a soft time dependent material is a
function of material properties, geometry of the indenting tip and external factors such as
temperature. Galin [14] and Sneddon [51] relate the applied load to the depth of indentation
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for an elastic material indented using different tip geometries. Hertz also provides a solution
for the indentation of elastic bodies using a spherical indenter [18, 17]. Both solutions are
based on the assumption of infinitesimal strains, and a semi-infinite half space. More recent
work involving nanoindentation was carried out by Fischer-Cripps [13], and Vandamme et
al. [57] who provide viscoelastic solutions for creep indentation of materials exhibiting time
dependent behavior. Fischer-Cripps [13] used the work of Radok and Lee [26] and Hertz to
construct viscoelastic solutions for the spherical and conical indenters. These solutions are
based on mechanical analog models that utilize springs and dashpots to represent viscoelastic
behavior. Van Damme used Laplace transforms to obtain the time dependent solutions from
Radok and Lee’s linear solutions. Van Damme derived solutions for viscoelastic materials
that can be represented by a 3-parameter Maxwell model, 4-parameter Kelvin-Voigt model,
and 5-parameter Kelvin-Voigt-Maxwell model. Jones [22] derived a viscoelastic solution
using similar method to Van Damme. This solution is not limited to mechanical analog
models and can be used with any creep compliance function. Jones assumed a constant
Poisson’s ratio and a conical indenter for his solution.
The extent of AFM research involving the extraction or quantification of micro-scale
properties of bitumen has been fairly limited. For example, Jager et al. [20] used AFM in-
dentation and reported relative differences in stiffness values among asphalt phases. Jager et
al. also stated that measuring the micro-mechanical properties of constituent phases of a bitu-
men is an important step in order to establish a chemo-mechanical link between the chemical
composition and rheology of the bitumen. In this study, AFM imaging and indentation com-
bined with a solution similar to the one developed by Fisher-Cripps [13] and Jones [22] was
used to determine microrheology of the bitumen samples.
4.2.2 Finite Element Analysis
The Finite Element Method (FEM) is a common tool that is used to obtain numerical
solutions to problems that are difficult to analyze analytically. In the area of asphalt mate-
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rials, several researchers have used this method to study the composite behavior of hot mix
asphalt (HMA) [35, 31, 32, 8, 59]. X-ray tomography or other microscopy techniques such
as AFM are typically used to obtain the geometry required for the FE model. For example,
Dai [8] used x-ray tomography images of hot mix asphalt samples (HMA) to develop two
dimensional and three dimensional FE models to predict viscoelastic properties such as dy-
namic modulus and phase angle of the hot mix asphalt composite. She simulated a uniaxial
compression test using the FE model and compared the results from the model to actual exper-
iments performed under similar loading conditions. She found that two dimensional simula-
tion provided reasonably accurate results, which improved with the use of three dimensional
simulation. Taesun et al. [59] also used x-ray tomography to obtain a three-dimensional mi-
crostructural image of hot mix asphalt core samples. Using these three-dimensional images
and a combination of viscoelastic and viscoplastic damage material models they were able to
determine the composite properties of HMA samples.
In summary, several researchers have used the FE method to evaluate local stress dis-
tributions and properties of asphalt composites as a function of the properties and spatial
distribution of their constituent materials. These studies have also demonstrated that results
from such computational methods compare well with experimental results. However, to best
of the authors’ knowledge, such studies have only been applied to the material at a millimeter
or higher length scale and have not been used to evaluate the bitumen. In this study, two
dimensional FE analysis was used at a micrometer length scale to model the bitumen as a
composite. The geometry of this composite was obtained using AFM imaging and material
properties for different phases were obtained by AFM indentation.
4.2.3 Microscale Tensile Testing
Microscale tensile testing has been used in many fields to obtain mechanical properties of
thin film specimens. Tuck et al. [56] and Paryab et al. [41] used micro-scale tensile testing to
evaluate creep in thermal actuators by investigating fatigue properties of poly-silicon. Several
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other researchers [12, 25, 40, 36] used micro-scale tensile testing to evaluate the relaxation
and creep behavior of switches made of aluminum and gold films. Sontheimer [52] used this
method to address wear issues in micro-meters.
The use of microscale testing has been relatively nonexistent in the area of asphalt re-
search. Small scale evaluation of bitumen properties has been based on the testing of thin
films. For example, Marek and Herrin [30] were among the first to report the tensile behavior
of bitumen thin films. They determined that film thickness and tensile strength are inversely
related when the film thickness exceeds a hundred microns. Poulikakos et al. [47] performed
uniaxial tensile tests on thin bitumen films at multiple temperatures in order to investigate the
failure mechanism. More recently, Sultana et al. [53] demonstrated that bitumen films under
a similar state of stress had similar tensile strength irrespective of film thickness.
4.3 Methodology
One of the main objectives of this paper is to determine the role of bitumen microstructure
in damage evolution at a micrometer length scale. Figure 4.2 provides a visual representation
of the methodology adopted for this study. Each element of this methodology is described in
the following sections.
4.3.1 Materials
Bitumen samples from two different sources were selected for this study. The two se-
lected binders were used extensively in previous research projects by the authors and several
other research agencies in the USA. Specifically, one of these binders is from the materials
reference library developed and used by the Asphalt Research Consortium (ARC) and des-
ignated as binder BI0002 in the various reports that were generated by the ARC. The other
binder was from the materials reference library developed and used by the Strategic High-
way Research Program (SHRP) and designated as binder AAD. In this work asphalt binder
BI0002 is referred to as binder A and asphalt binder AAD is referred to as binder B. Addi-
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Figure 4.2: Flowchart of methodology adopted for this study
tional information regarding these two binders can be found in Allen [2].
4.3.2 Specimen Preparation
Several studies on AFM imaging of bitumen have used spin coating to prepare thin film
samples on glass substrates. This process produces a thin and homogeneous smooth surface
that is ideal for AFM imaging. Although specimen preparation using spin coating is advan-
tageous for AFM imaging, it is not known whether this process influences the microstructure
of the binder compared to a hot melt specimen preparation. In order to prepare the test spec-
imens for this study a custom made Teflon mold was fabricated. The purpose of the Teflon
mold was to shape and support the test specimens formed to a specified thickness that could
then be used in conjunction with a loading frame apparatus to study the effects of tensile
loads. Figure 4.3 shows the custom designed mold used to prepare the asphalt binder test
specimen for this study. The mold can be used to extend the specimen length from 10 to 20
mm, while the specimen width and thickness are fixed at 14mm and 3.5mm respectively.
The specimen preparation procedure is as follows:
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Figure 4.3: Teflon mold used to prepare asphalt binder samples
• Sufficient amount of bitumen was placed into the Teflon mold and the binder was
heated to 150◦ C, comparable to mixing temperatures for asphalt mixtures.
• The specimen was then cooled by lowering the temperature by 10◦ C every five min-
utes.
• Once the sample reached 50◦ C, it was maintained at that temperature for a period of
20 minutes and then allowed to cool to the ambient temperature.
• The sample was then kept in a sealed container overnight before testing was performed.
4.3.3 Microrheology Using AFM Creep Indentation
The AFM creep indentation test was used to obtain viscoelastic properties of the bitumen
by generally following the work of Allen et al. [4, 2, 3]. The procedure used to obtain
microrheology for different phases on the bitumen surface is briefly described below.
• Two replicate specimens for each of the two binders A and B were prepared using the
heat casting method on glass slides.
• The Agilent 5400 AFM system was used to perform imaging and indentation using
silicon nitride tips. The tests were carried out at room temperature (25◦) . The main
component of the system is a microscope, which includes the scanner, sample stage,
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high-resolution probe/tip and detector. Other essential equipment included a high-
speed computer, an AFM controller and head electronics box (HEB), an environmental
enclosure and vibration isolation stage to control vibrations, air turbulence and acous-
tic noise. All aspects of the AFM, including alignment, calibration and imaging were
controlled by a software package called PicoView©.
• AFM imaging was used to determine the presence of different phases on the bitumen
surface. A cono-spherical tip was used to image a 50 micrometer x 50 micrometer
portion of the bitumen surface.
• Immediately after imaging, the AFM tip was directed to seven randomly selected points
within each of the identifiable phases to perform the indentation experiment. A constant
load using a voltage value of 0.2V was applied at each location while the indentation
depth was recorded. The voltage was transformed into a force value by multiplying it
with the deflection sensitivity and the spring constant of the cantilever used for the test.
• The results from the randomly selected points for each phase were averaged for further
analyses.
A three element Voigt spring-dashpot analog model was used to model the viscoelastic
behavior of the different phases observed in the bitumen (Fig. 4.4). The creep compliance
for this analog model is defined as follows:
D(t) =
[
1
E1
+
1
E2
(1− e−tE2/η)
]
(4.1)
where, D(t) is the creep compliance, E1 is the instantaneous modulus, E2 and η are
time dependent parameters. The data from the indentation tests were used to determine the
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Figure 4.4: Voigt spring and dashpot viscoelastic model
instantaneous modulus and the time dependent parameters for each of the identifiable phases
for each bitumen specimen.
4.3.4 Finite Element Analysis
In order to study the composite effect of individual phases present within the asphalt
binder a FE model was developed for each of the two binders. The phase images obtained
using the AFM were used as geometry inputs for the FE model. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show
the FE meshes along with the corresponding AFM phase images. The "bee" phases are
highlighted in green, the "bee casing" regions are highlighted in red, and the "interstitial"
regions are highlighted in light blue in fig. 4.5 and 4.6.
The measurements obtained using the AFM indentation tests were used as the material
property inputs for the FE model. More specifically, the Abaqus FE software used in this
study requires a Prony series stress relaxation function to model the viscoelastic response.
The expression is given by:
g(t) = 1−
n
∑
i=1
gi(1− exp(−t/τi)) (4.2)
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where, g(t) = G(t)/G0 is a non-dimensional shear relaxation modulus. The terms gi and τ
are the time dependent Prony series parameters, and gi is calculated based on G0 and Gn (time
dependent Prony series shear modulus parameter). G(t) is the time dependent shear relax-
ation modulus of the specimen, and G0 is the instantaneous shear modulus of the specimen,
which is calculated internally by using the specified Young’s Modulus E and the Poisson’s
ratio µ of the material. With the use of Laplace transformation, the creep compliance func-
tion given by the Voigt spring-dasphot analog model was transformed to a one term Prony
series required for Abaqus implementation. The FE simulation entailed the application of a
strain of 1% being held for a duration of 4 seconds.
Figure 4.5: (a) AFM phase image and (b) Finite element mesh of asphalt binder A (50x50
microns2)
4.3.5 Loading Frame Setup
In order to examine the effect of applied load/displacement on the microstructure of as-
phalt binder a loading frame was designed to precisely apply tensile displacement to the test
specimen. Due to the sensitivity of the AFM to electrical noise the device was designed to
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Figure 4.6: (a) AFM phase image and (b) Finite element mesh of asphalt binder B (50x50
microns2)
be manually driven using a micrometer drive. Figure 4.7 is a schematic of the loading frame.
Axial displacement of the non-rotating spindle was achieved using a micrometer drive with
precision of 0.0001 mm. The specimen is held between two metal plates that are screwed
onto the fixed spindle and the micrometer spindle allowing it to translate along the spindle
axis. The spindles are held onto the base plate using a metallic U-frame. Figure 4.8 shows
the final prototype of the loading frame that was used to carry out the experiments.
Figure 4.7: Micro-loading frame design
Once the specimen was prepared it was attached to the loading frame using the screws
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Figure 4.8: Micro-loading frame final prototype
on the metallic fixture plates. The experimental procedure used to study the effect of tensile
displacement on the microstructure is described as follows:
• The initial length of the specimen was measured using a vernier caliper. Using this
measurement the amount of displacement that was to be applied in order to obtain 1%
and 5% strain was calculated.
• Once the sample was mounted on the loading frame it was allowed to rest for ten
minutes to allow the binder to relieve any stresses that may have built up during the
mounting of the specimen.
• The sample was then imaged using AFM phase imaging in its initial condition without
any load being applied.
• The amount of displacement necessary to obtain 1% tensile strain was then applied.
The specimen was allowed to relax for a period of five minutes in order for it to reach a
steady state condition. The specimen was then re-imaged to obtain the microstructure
after deformation.
• Each time a minimum of five 50x50 microns2 images were obtained.
• This process was repeated and AFM images of binder microstructure were obtained
after 1% and 5% applied tensile strain.
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4.4 Results
4.4.1 AFM Creep Indentation Results
Using the creep indentation technique discussed in the methodology section, viscoelas-
tic properties for the "bee" phase, the "bee casing" phase, and the "interstitial" phase were
obtained. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the creep indentation response of different phases in
bitumens A and B. The applied constant load was calculated to be approximately one mi-
cronewton. The load was applied for a period of four seconds and the indentation response
was fit to a conical Sneddon viscoelastic solution in order to obtain the viscoelastic creep
compliance parameters for each phase. Table 4.1 summarizes these results.
Figure 4.9: Viscoelastic creep indentation response of asphalt binder A Unaged
4.4.2 Results from the Finite Element Analysis
Figures 4.11 (a) and (b) show the von Mises stress contours for FE simulations of stress
relaxation experiments performed on binders (a) A and (b) B. The highest stresses were
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Figure 4.10: Viscoelastic creep indentation response of asphalt binder B Unaged
Table 4.1: AFM creep indentation analysis of asphalt binder A and B
Binder
Parameter
(unit)
Bee Bee Casing Interstitial
A E1 (Pa) 2.66E+09 4.12E+09 5.25E+09
A E2 (Pa) 2.00E+04 9.00E+05 9.00E+06
A eta (Pa.s) 1.79E+08 3.52E+08 8.02E+08
B E1 (Pa) 1.75E+09 2.53E+09 4.35E+09
B E2 (Pa) 5.00E+04 8.00E+04 9.00E+04
B eta (Pa.s) 2.43E+07 1.32E+08 6.82E+07
observed in the interstitial phase and the lowest stresses were observed in the bee phase.
The bee casing phase exhibits an intermediate level of stresses compared to the other phases.
Figure 4.12 (a) and (b) show the internal distribution of tensile strains experienced by both
binders. The contours here show that the bee regions experience the highest local tensile
strains while the interstitial zones experience the lowest amount of local tensile strains which
is consistent with the results shown in figure 4.11 (a) and (b).
Table 4.2 shows the maximum and minimum von Mises, and tensile strain values for
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both binders based on the FEM simulations. The maximum stress for binders A and B are
approximately 2.5 and 3.5 times the minimum stress, respectively.
Figure 4.11: Von mises stress contours for finite element simulations of asphalt binders (a) A
and (b) B (50x50 microns2)
Table 4.2: Finite element results of stress relaxation simulation of asphalt binders A and B
BINDER
MAX
TENSILE
STRAIN
MIN
TENSILE
STRAIN
MAX VON
MISES
STRESS
MIN VON
MISES
STRESS
A 0.169 0.0613 0.628 GPa 0.258 GPa
B 0.194 0.0503 0.558 GPa 0.167 GPa
4.4.3 AFM Imaging Before and After Load Application
Three distinct phases were observed in the AFM images of each of the two binders (Figure
4.13). The first phase can be described as the “bee” phase, a second phase that surrounds
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Figure 4.12: Tensile strain contours for finite element simulations of asphalt binders (a) A
and (b) B (50x50 microns2)
the “bee” phase referred to as the “bee casing” phase, and a third phase referred to as the
“interstitial phase” that occupies the space between the bee casing. The interstitial phase is
not clearly visible without image enhancement and has been highlighted for the convenience
of the reader in figure 4.14 .
Figure 4.15 shows AFM phase images of binders A and B after the application of one per-
cent strain. Both test specimens show clear signs of load induced phase separation (LIPS). It
is also evident from the microstructural changes in the images that the LIPS occurs around
the bee casing phases and go through the interstitial zones highlighted in red in figure 4.14.
Figure 4.16 shows AFM phase images of binders A and B after five percent strain. Mi-
crostructural changes observed here are consistent with that of figure 4.15. Here the LIPS
zones are more prominent.
In order to quantitatively assess the changes in the microstructure due to the applied ten-
sile strain we employed image analysis techniques using the open source image analysis tool
ImageJ. Various geometric attributes were obtained and a comparison of these attributes was
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Figure 4.13: AFM phase image showing microstructural features of asphalt binder (a) A and
(b) B (50x50 microns2)
Figure 4.14: AFM phase image showing interstitial phase of asphalt binder (a) A and (b) B
(50x50 microns2)
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Figure 4.15: AFM phase image showing microstructural features of asphalt binder (a) A and
(b) B (50x50 microns2) after 1% strain
Figure 4.16: AFM phase image showing microstructural features of asphalt binder (a) A and
(b) B (50x50 microns2) after 5% strain
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done before and after strain was applied to the test specimens. Due to phase separation and
changes that occurred in the bee casing and interstitial phases, comparisons here are only
made on the basis of the discrete bee phase. Table 4.3 compares the distribution of the bee
structures before and after load is applied to binders A and B.
Table 4.3: Microstructural analysis of asphalt binder A and B
STRAIN LEVEL
TOTAL
COUNT
MEAN
AREA
(µm2)
%Area
before (binder A) 743 2.93 21.39
one percent (binder
A)
586 2.99 17.07
five percent (binder
A)
490 2.61 12.35
before (binder B) 369 5.40 19.58
one percent (binder
B)
317 5.29 16.26
five percent (binder
B)
272 3.21 8.69
4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Microrheology
A creep AFM indentation technique was used to obtain the micro-rheology of the three
different phases observed in each binder (Figures 4.10 and 4.9). The indentation response
for a similar phase was distinctly different for each binder; this would be expected given that
the two binders were from very different sources and had different chemical composition and
mechanical properties. The rank order of instantaneous modulus for each of the three phases
was similar for both binders. The bee phase had the lowest while the interstitial phase had the
highest magnitude of instantaneous modulus. The time dependent response showed a slightly
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different trend for binder A compared to binder B. Although the interstitial phase was deter-
mined to be the least compliant for binder A, it showed an intermediate level of compliance
compared to the two other phases for binder B. Dourado et al. [10] and Allen et al. [4] re-
ported similar trends between the bee and the surrounding phases using similar indentation
techniques. The findings from this study and the studies of Dourado et al. [10] and Allen et
al. [4] strongly suggest that the mechanical properties of the different phases are substantially
different. A corollary to this observation is that stress localization is likely to occur within
the bitumen when subjected to external loads. Such localization will be a function of the
rheology and geometric distribution of phases. However, further work is needed to determine
whether there exists any consistent relationship between different structural features and rank
order of stiffness.
Note that the authors recognize that the properties obtained for different phases through
such microrheological measurements and analyses are not absolute properties. For example,
the properties are obtained by surface indentation and as such the material structure beneath
the surface even for a thick melt specimen will influence the results obtained. Similarly,
the indentation using a conospherical tip is not the same as one dimensional uniaxial load-
ing. However, despite these biases, the measured microrheology does show substantial and
consistent differences in mechanical properties of the different phases. While such measure-
ments may not be perfect, they are nonetheless a good semi-quantitative representation of the
properties of different phases within the binder.
4.5.2 Finite Element Analysis
Figures 4.11 (a) and (b) illustrate the internal distribution of the von Mises stress in both
binders undergoing stress relaxation over a period of four seconds. As expected, the highest
level of stress was found within the interstitial and bee casing phases while the bee phase
experienced the lowest level of stress. This suggests that the interstitial or the bee casing
phases are the most likely to experience damage once the specimen is loaded. One of the
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more interesting observations from these analyses was that the local stress amplification for
binder A (ratio of the highest to lowest local stress) was much lower in magnitude compared
to the stress amplification in binder B. Also, both binders A and B had a similar percentage
of area occupied by the bee structures (approximately 20%). However, binder A had a higher
number of bee structures with a smaller mean size compared to binder B, which had fewer
bee structures with a larger mean size. We speculate that the dispersed nature of these bee
structures in binder A results in a more homogenous stress distribution and consequently
lower stress amplification.
4.5.3 The Effect of Tensile Strain on Microstructure
A comparison of images before and after applying 1% tensile strain (e.g. Figure 4.15)
clearly shows the formation of a crack like network notably between the bee structures. The
term "crack like" is emphasized here because the experimental work in this area is premature
to conclude that there features are indeed cracks in the conventional sense, wherein a new
surface is formed. Instead these features may be more appropriately referred to as the change
in phase or morphology due to the action of load or simply load induced phase separation
(LIPS). It is speculated that these LIPS zones are the precursor to conventional forms of
damage. Another notable feature of the LIPS zone is that these occur predominantly in areas
in between the bee casings or the "interstitial spaces" as described previously. In fact, based
on the microrheology measurements and FE analyses the regions that correspond to the LIPS
zones are also the reasons that correspond to higher stress amplification (discussed in section
5.2)
The second observation from these experiments is that the LIPS zones occur most likely
at the expense of the bee-structures. In other words, the tensile strain not only resulted in the
formation of the LIPS zones but also the disintegration of the bee structures that possibly were
in the proximity of these zones. This is further supported by the quantitative analysis of these
structures using ImageJ before and after the application of the tensile strains. Binders A and B
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had approximately 21% and 14% reduction in the number of bee structures, respectively after
the application of 1% strain. The area occupied by these bee structures was approximately
3-4% less of the total surface after 1% applied strain. Also, the smaller bee structures most
likely were the first to completely dissipate due to the tensile displacement experienced. The
larger bee structures were only partially dissipated since the amount of the strain applied may
not have been large enough in magnitude to cause complete dissipation of the larger area
taken up by the larger sized features.
In summary, the numerical simulations verify that differences in mechanical properties
among the different phases lead to stress localization. In the FE simulations we can clearly
see that the highest stresses occur in the bee casing and interstitial phases. The formation of
the LIPS zones or crack like networks correlates well to the locations where highest levels of
stresses occurred in the FEsimulations. This verifies that the differences in material proper-
ties most likely lead to high levels of localized stresses that lead to damage initiation in the
interstitial and the bee casing phases.
4.6 Conclusions
The objective of this study was to evaluate the inter-relationship of tensile load, dam-
age nucleation and microstructure of the bitumen. A combination of AFM imaging and creep
indentation measurements were used to obtain geometry and microrheology of the phases ob-
served on the bitumen surface. This information was used with the FE method to examine the
internal stresses in the binder and potential evolution of damage. The following conclusions
are drawn from the study:
• AFM phase imaging revealed three different phases for each of the two binders studied.
AFM indentation was used to semi-quantitatively evaluate of the rheology of these
phases for a given bitumen, referred to as microrheology. Results clearly show that the
compliance of different phases within a bitumen are substantially different. In other
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words, viscoelastic properties obtained through AFM creep indentation experiments
show material inhomogeneity exists within the bitumen at a micrometer length scale.
• The composite FE simulations show that the differences in properties of the different
phases result in high levels of localized stress or stress amplification within the inter-
stitial zones. The stress amplification was higher for the binder with larger but fewer
bee structures compared to the binder with smaller but more bee structures.
• The application of tensile load or displacement causes cracks or phase separation zones
to appear which are referred to as LIPS zones.
• The high stress regions observed from the FE simulation coincide with the areas within
which the LIPS zones form. This suggests that material inhomogeneity leads to the
development of high stresses within interstitial zones which leads to damage nucleation
and propagation.
The above conclusions suggest that the ability to manipulate the microstructure of bitu-
men (e.g. using chemical or other modifiers) has a significant influence on the durability
and inherent ability of the bitumen to resist damage. Further work is required to (i) more
accurately characterize the microrheology of bitumen, (ii) more accurately and quantitatively
assess the relationship between damage evolution in the bitumen and its microstructure, and
(iii) establish a better understanding of the relationship between the chemical composition of
the bitumen and its microstructure.
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5. A STUDY OF EFFECT OF GEOMETRY OF MICROSTRUCTURE ON THE
MECHANICAL RESPONSE OF ASPHALT BINDER TREATED AS A COMPOSITE
5.1 Introduction
The study of asphalt binder microstructure is heavily motivated by the contribution of the
microstructure towards its mechanical behavior. Previous studies show how the microstruc-
tural features present within the asphalt binder play an important role towards its overall
mechanical properties [10, 4, 48, 21]. The work of Allen et al [4], and Jahangir et al. [21]
specifically establish the heterogeneous nature of the phases found within asphalt binder re-
ferred to as the bee, bee casing, and interstitial by examining their geometry and rheology.
Using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) imaging techniques Jahangir et al. [21] were able
to determine the shapes and distributions of these microstructural features. In addition, using
an AFM creep indentation technique they were able to measure time dependent mechani-
cal properties of these phases and were able to establish the composite response of asphalt
binder subjected to tensile strains using finite element simulations. Furthermore, Jahangir
et al. [21] established that the presence of these microstructural features are directly related
to damage initiation and propagation within asphalt binder. When thin bitumen samples of
asphalt binder were subjected to high levels of tensile strain, phase separation and cracking
were observed primarily in the interstitial zones within the asphalt binder.
Although the distribution and density of the microstructural features in asphalt binder
were found to be completely random, little work has been completed to establish how the
geometry of these features contribute towards the overall composite mechanical response.
In particular, the bee/bee casing features are of particular interest due to their defined ob-
long shapes. The AFM proved to be a invaluable in terms of obtaining geometries of these
microstructures and giving researchers a clear idea of how the composition, shape, and orien-
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tation of these features can vary from sample to sample and even from one location of interest
to another [21]. In this work, the effect of the geometry of aforementioned microstructural
features is examined in detail using image creation and numerical analysis techniques. The
primary focus here is to establish how various different geometric parameters affect the out-
put maximum and minimum stresses. Determination of stress distribution within the material
is crucial since localized high stresses can lead to damage initiation and propagation.
In this study, finite element simulations of asphalt binder being subjected to tensile loads
are performed for both a defined microstructural arrangement and also for a random arrange-
ment of microstructural features. The finite element technique provides an effective method
for simulating scenarios that would otherwise be impossible. In addition, the finite element
method can be used to obtain solutions to the problem of interest without carrying out repi-
titive, costly, and time consuming experimentation. Here, the images used to create the ge-
ometry of the finite simulations of asphalt binder with a defined microstructural arrangement
are created using AutoCAD. The images used to create the geometry of the finite element
simulations of asphalt binder with random microstructural arrangements are created using a
Mathematica image creation algorithm. The various geometric parameters of interest are the
size, area fraction, and distribution of microstructural features on the resulting stresses. In
order to only study the effect of the geometry on the instantaneous stress response, the asphalt
binder is treated as a linear elastic material. The focus here is to analyze the elastic response
due to the heterogeneity within the material properties evident by our previous work and the
geometry of the microstructural features.
5.2 Scope
This work is a continuation of the examination of the microstructural features or phases
present within asphalt binder which were found to have unique mechanical properties by [21].
The goal of this work is to establish how the size, area fraction, and density of bee/bee casing
features affect the resulting stresses and strains when subjected to a monotonic load. The
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aim of this work is to demonstrate that in addition to the heterogeneity present within asphalt
binder, the geometry of the microstructural features also affect the output stresses, strains,
and have an effect on the resulting damage. The main components of this work include:
• Define the asphalt binder as a material composed of multiple phases with a defined
geometry. Here both the bee and the bee casing phases are defined using an elliptical
geometry as evidenced by our previous findings. The bee and the bee casing features
have been found to be interrelated, where the bee casing surrounds the bee feature. In
this work the primary interest is to study the effect of the geometry of the bee and bee
casing features on the output stress.
• Generate images of asphalt binder microstructure with specified geometry and location
for the bee/bee casing features using Autocad.
• Generate images asphalt binder microstructure with geometry of bee/bee casing fea-
tures based on a Gamma distribution using a Mathematica image creation algorithm.
In addition, randomly distribute the location of the bee/bee casing features.
• Use the images created using the specifications above to create mesh for the finite
element simulations. Apply a vertical distributed axial load of 1 MPa to the top surface
of the sample. Apply symmetry boundary conditions to the left and bottom surface of
the model. (see Figure 5.1)
• Analyze the effect of bee/bee casing size, area fraction, and packing on the resulting
stresses using finite element simulations based on the created images representing cer-
tain geometric configurations of interest of asphalt binder.
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Figure 5.1: Microstructural phases present within asphalt binder
5.3 Methodology
5.3.1 Discretization of Asphalt Binder Into Domains
Jahangir et al. [21] used AFM imaging techniques to determine the microstructure of
asphalt binder. They found that the asphalt binder surface contained three unique phases with
varying mechanical properties (figure 5.1). These phases were referred to as the bee phase,
bee casing phase, and the interstitial phase. [21] also correlated the existence of these phases
to phase separation and damage resulting from the application of high levels of tensile strains.
They also discovered that high stress localization in the vicinity of interstitial and bee casing
phases led to phase separation and cracking which were referred to as load induced phase
separation or LIPS. In this study, the asphalt binder is divided into three separate domains, i.e.
bee, bee casing, and interstitial. Here the asphalt binder is modeled as a linear elastic material
and the Young’s modulus for the bee, bee casing, and the interstitial phase is defined to be 2
GPa, 4 GPa, and 6 GPa. These values in the same order of magnitude and are comparable to
the microrheology determined in Section 3 and Section 4. All three phases were designated
to be virtually incompressible and, therefore, a Poisson’s ratio of 0.49 was used in this study.
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5.3.2 Construction of Two Dimensional Finite Element Simulations Based on Specific
Geometric Arrangements of Microstructural Phases
As determined in our previous work (Section 3 and Section 4) microstructural features
within asphalt binder exhibits a random distribution in terms of location. The sizes of the
bee/bee casing features can be represented using a highly negatively skewed normal distri-
bution or a Gamma distribution. Here, two separate approaches are used to construct the
images used to create the the geometry for the finite element simulations performed in this
study. First, a specific arrangement of microstructural features is used to study the effect of
area fraction, and density of the bee/bee casing features on the resulting stresses. The focus
here is to determine the maximum stress within the model, in addition to the distribution
of the stresses within the model. The variation of the maximum stresses with respect the
aforementioned geometric parameters of interest are also examined.
In order to create a specific arrangement of bee/bee casing phases within a matrix of
interstitial material Autocad was used. An example of microstructure constructed using this
method is shown in figure 5.2.
5.3.2.1 Effect of Area Fraction on The Resulting Stress Output
In this portion of the study, the area fraction of the bee/bee casing phases are varied
and the resulting stresses are examined. The geometric parameter values in this analysis are
shown in table 5.1.
5.3.2.2 Effect of Packing on The Resulting Stress
In this portion of the study, the effect of packing of the bee/bee casing features are ex-
amined. In order to examine the packing the of the bee/bee casing features the horizontal
distance between the adjacent bee/bee casing features are varied. Table 5.2 shows the geo-
metric parameters values used for this analysis.
In each case the number of bee features, area fraction of bee phase, bee casing feature
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Figure 5.2: Typical finite element geometry of asphalt binder created using AutoCAD. Light
blue area highlights the bee phase, red area highlights the bee casing phase, and the green
area highlights the interstitial phase.
Table 5.1: Geometric parameters of microstructural features
NUMBER OF
BEE
FEATURES
AREA
FRACTION
BEE CASING
SEMI-
MAJOR
AXIS
BEE SEMI-
MAJOR
AXIS
BEE TO
CASING
AREA RATIO
4 0.25 9.9736 7.7255 0.6
4 0.3 10.9255 8.4628 0.6
4 0.35 11.8009 9.1409 0.6
Table 5.2: Geometric parameters of microstructural features
TRIAL
NUMBER OF
BEE
FEATURES
HORIZONTAL
GAP
1 4 15
2 4 5
3 4 2.5
4 4 1.25
5 4 0.625
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semi-major axis, and bee feature semi-major axis, bee to bee casing area ratio, and vertical
gap were kept constant at 0.25, 9.97 micrometers, 7.73 micrometers, 0.6, and 5 micrometers
respectively.
5.3.3 Construction of Two Dimensional Finite Element Simulations Based on Random
Geometric Arrangements of Microstructural Phases
Early studies show that the orientation, and location of the bee structures within asphalt
binder exhibit a random distribution. The size of the bee structures were non-normally dis-
tributed are the probability density function of the bee structures can be well described using
a Gamma distribution (Appendix A). In order to correctly simulate the distribution of bee
sizes a Mathematica image generation script was developed which used the Gamma distribu-
tion to select the size of the bee structures. The Gamma distribution is especially suitable for
describing data that is non-normally distributed and is bound by a lower limit. In this case
the lower limit of individual bee feature used for the Gamma distribution size is zero. For
more details on the Gamma distribution please see the work of Gentle [15]. Using the image
generation script the area fraction of bee/bee casing phase, orientation range, and also the
variability within the bee feature sizes can be controlled. The image created using the Math-
ematica script was then used to create the mesh of the finite element model using OOF2 open
source finite element package. Finally, the mesh obtained from OOF2 was used to develop
the finite element model and obtain the solution using Abaqus commercial finite element
package.
In this portion of this work, two geometric effects were examined in detail. The first
factor examined was the effect of area fraction of the bee/bee casing phase on the maximum
stress response. The second factor examined was the effect of the number of bee features
present within the sample on the output maximum stress. In this case the orientation of the
bee features were fixed to a vertical position and the individual bee features were constrained
to be the same size in order to reduce the effect of variability within the orientation and the
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size of the features.
5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1 Two Dimensional Finite Element Simulations Based on Specific Geometric
Arrangements of Microstructural Phases
Figure 5.4 shows the maximum stress ratio (maximum von Mises stress/axial load) as a
function of the area fraction. von Mises stress is a stress measure that accounts for all normal
and shear stresses at a given point and is given by equation 5.1:
σmises =
√
0.5[(σx−σy)2+(σy−σz)2+(σz−σx)2]+
√
3(τ2xy+ τ2yz+ τ2zx)] (5.1)
Here σx, σy, σz are the normal stress components and τxy, τyz, τzx are the shear stress
components. Due to the two dimensional nature of the simulations used in this study out of
plane stress components can be assumed to be zero.
Figure 5.3: von Mises Stress contour plots for area fraction of (a) 5 % (b) 25 % (c) 30 % (d)
35 % for bee/bee casing phase within asphalt binder subjected to axial vertical tensile load of
1 MPa
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Figure 5.4: Maximum stress ratio as a function of area fraction of bee/bee casing phase
Figure 5.5: Maximum stress ratio as a function of horizontal gap between bee/bee casing
phase
Figure 5.3 shows contour plots corresponding to the stresses presented in figure 5.4. In
figure 5.4 we observe a direct correlation between the area fraction and the maximum stress
ratio. A polynomial line of best shows the maximum stress ratio can be described as a quan-
dratic function of the area fraction of the bee/bee casing phase.
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Figure 5.6: von Mises Stress contour plots for horizontal gap of (a) 15 µm (b) 5 µm (c) 2.5
µm (d) 1.25 µm and (e) 0.625 µm for bee/bee casing features within asphalt binder subjected
to axial vertical tensile load of 1 MPa
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Figure 5.5 show the maximum stress ratio as a function of the horizontal gap between
adjacent bee features. Here an initial inverse relationship is observed between the horizontal
gap and the maximum stress ratio between the bee features. Once the horizontal gap surpasses
5 micrometers the change in the maximum stress ratio becomes negligible. The horizontal
gap is of affects the maximum stress due to the maximum stress occurring on the vertical
side of the bee feature due to a vertical axial load and is affected by the thickness of the
matrix. The thickness of the matrix or the interstitial zone between neighboring bee features
is the horizontal gap between the bee features itself. This is clearly demonstrated in figure
5.6. As the horizontal distance between the bee features is reduced the interstitial zones
become narrower resulting in a higher aspect ratio of the interstitial zones and also a higher
magnitude of stresses within the interstitial zones. Note that this only occurs due to the
interstitial zones having the highest stiffness within the three identifiable phases of asphalt
binder. This also demonstrates that if the loading was horizontal as opposed to vertical the
vertical gap between the individual bee features would dictate the maximum stress ratio.
These observations clearly imply that the packing of the bee/bee casing features has a strong
effect on the resulting stresses. The contour plots also show that as the neighboring bee
features come closer the high stress zones shown in red merge together. In addition, the data
presented in the contour plots suggest that the bee features themselves exhibit the minimum
stresses and as evidenced from the findings in Section 3 are the least likely regions for crack
initiation. This observation was also confirmed through experimental observation of LIPS
zone formation in both Section 3 and Section 4.
5.4.2 Two Dimensional Finite Element Simulations Based on Random Geometric
Arrangements of Microstructural Phases
Figure 5.7 shows the maximum stress ratio as a function of area fraction of bee/bee casing
phases. Here an overall increase in the maximum stress ratio is observed with an increase in
the area fraction of the bee/bee casing phase. Although an overall increase in the maximum
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Figure 5.7: Maximum stress ratio as a function of area fraction of bee/bee casing phase
stress ratio was observed, unlike the results of the non-random distribution analysis as a
function of area fraction here a specified correlation function cannot be established. The
data was fit to a linear relationship with an R2 of 0.923 as shown. Figure 5.8 shows the
stress distribution as a function of number of bee/bee casing features. Here an increase in
the number of bee features is observed with an increase in the area fraction. In addition an
increase in the area fraction of the bee/bee casing phase lead to an increase in the number
of bee/bee casing features. This leads to higher number of thin sections of interstitial zones
where potentially high stresses can occur. A close look at the stress distribution shown in
the contour plots exhibit an inverse correlation with the thickness of the interstitial zone
perpendicular to the direction of the load, and the output stress due to the applied vertical
axial distributed load. In fact, almost all of the high stress zones are observed to have a
longitudinal slender shape and are oriented in the same direction as the loading direction.
This again reinforces the notion that for the given difference in the material properties among
the different phases present within asphalt binder, the packing of the bee features has a strong
effect on the output stress due to the narrowing of the interstitial zones in the neighboring
regions.
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Figure 5.8: von Mises Stress contour plots for area fraction of (a) 15 % (b) 20 % (c) 25 %
(d) 27 % (e) 30 % (f) 33 % (g) 35 % (h) 40 % for bee/bee casing phase within asphalt binder
subjected to axial vertical tensile load of 1 MPa
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The effect of packing of the bee features is further validated by the results shown in
figure 5.9 which shows the maximum stress ratio as a function of the number of bee/bee
casing features occupying 20% of the sample surface area. As the number of bee features
are increased an overall downward trend is observed in the maximum stress ratio as shown
in figure 5.10. In addition, the contour plots shown in figure 5.9 show that increasing the
number of bee features despite keeping the area fraction constant increase the probability of
localized high stress zones as demonstrated by the regions highlighted in red. This occurs
due to the increased probability of bee features being placed closer to each other resulting
from an increase in the overall number of bee features. An interesting point to note here is
that as the number of bee features are increased the bee phase is dispersed over a larger area
of the total sample. As speculated in Section 3 the dispersion of bee phases may lead to a
lower value of maximum stress ratio. The relationship observed in figure 5.10 support this
notion. As evident by the contour plots, although the number of localized high stress zones
may increase with an increase in the number of bee features, due to the overall reduction in
the magnitude of the stresses the probably of the occurrence of the LIPS zones may indeed
reduce.
The numerical analyses performed here clearly suggest that geometric variation of the
microstructural features can lead to variation in the stress distribution of the asphalt binder
sample due to a loading. We observe that an increase in area fraction, and a reduction of the
interstitial zone thickness will directly lead to an increase in the localized stresses. Thus, in
order to design a binder with enhanced damage resistant properties, reducing the occurrence
of the bee features through some chemical modification would be ideal. This would not only
lead to increased homogeneity of the asphalt binder, but also lead to a uniform distribution
of stresses within the material. In addition, further evidence by figure 5.9 an increase in the
the number of bee features for a given area fraction will also lead to improved dispersion also
resulting in increased homogeneity within the material.
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Figure 5.9: von Mises Stress contour plots for (a) 12 (b) 20 (c) 25 (d) 30 and (e) 34 bee/bee
casing features within asphalt binder with an area fraction of 0.2 subjected to axial vertical
tensile load of 1 MPa
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Figure 5.10: Maximum stress ratio as a function of number of bee/bee casing features with
an area fraction of 0.2
5.5 Conclusions
In Section 2 and Section 3, experimental analysis of asphalt binder samples subjected
to tensile loads provided with an insight and understanding of how the geometry of the mi-
crostructural features can vary due to loading, and aging. The objective of this study was
to determine the effect of variation within geometric parameters of microstructural features
present within asphalt binder on the resulting stresses. In order to complete this objective
image creation techniques, along with the finite element method was used to carry out virtual
experiments. The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of this study:
• An increase in the area fraction of the bee and bee casing feature resulted in an increase
in the maximum stress ratio due to the increase of the probability of the formation of
LIPS zones.
• The packing of the bee/bee casing features affect the local stress magnitudes. Inter-
stitial zones with high aspect ratios located longitudinally in the same direction as the
loading direction resulting from close placement of bee features results in high stresses
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in that zone. Increasing the area fraction of the bee/bee casing feature also results in
closer packing of these features.
• Increase in the number of bee features without increasing the area fraction of the bee
and the bee casing phase can result in a reduction in localized stresses in addition to a
reduction in the maximum stress magnitude. This occurs due to reduction of the aspect
ratio of the interstitial zones between the bee features.
The findings of this study can be used as a guideline for future work in the design of
modified asphalt binders with enhanced mechanical properties. The results obtained in this
study clearly indicate that the geometry of the microstructural features present within asphalt
binder have an effect on its mechanical response. Furthermore, different aspects of the ge-
ometry studied here potentially explain how damage can be reduced in asphalt binder. The
modification of asphalt binder leading to changes in the composition and microstructure at
the micron length scale can eventually lead to an enhanced pavement material with increased
damage and distress resistance.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The processes and mechanisms that lead to damage in asphalt binder are complex. In
order to gain a proper understanding of these processes and mechanisms, the microstructure
of asphalt binder must be examined in detail. In addition, the interrelationship of the asphalt
binder microstructure to its mechanical properties and damage resulting from tensile loading
can explain how it responds to different types of mechanical stimuli. This study implements
a unique combination of experimentation and numerical analysis in order to understand how
the microstructure of asphalt binder is related to damage. In order to reach this objective,
AFM imaging, indentation, and image analysis techniques were employed. Numerical finite
element analyses were also performed to compare and verify experimental observations and
vice versa. Furthermore, this study demonstrated the usefulness and effectiveness of combin-
ing an experimental technique such as AFM imaging and indentation with numerical finite
element analysis in examining the mechanical response of asphalt binder due to mechani-
cal loading. This study establishes the significance of the ability to reduce the nucleation of
damage at the microscopic level. A reduction of microscopic damage at the bitumen level
would have significant implications on the resulting distresses at the pavement level. The
conclusions of this study can be divided into specific categories as follows:
• The effect of tip geometry on the indentation response of a viscoelastic material.
• The effect of tensile loading on the microstructure and damaging mechanisms.
• The effect of aging on the microstructure and how aging affects the damage caused by
tensile strains.
• The effect of geometry of microstructural features on the stress output of asphalt binder
subjected to a axial tensile load.
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6.1 Detailed Conclusions
6.1.1 The Effect of Tip Geometry on the Indentation Response of a Viscoelastic Material
To obtain a practical solution for extracting viscoelastic properties of asphalt binder a
finite element model was developed to account for the finite tip radius effect on the inden-
tation response. The cono-spherical tip geometry was incorporated into the finite element
model and modification parameters were introduced to account for the differences between
the spherical viscoelastic indentation solution and the finite element results. The following
conclusions were drawn from the study:
• The indentation response of a cono-spherical tip indenting a relatively soft viscoelastic
material was closer to the indentation response of a spherical tip rather than a conical
tip as expected. However, this is contingent upon the depth of the indentation being
close in magnitude to the radius of the indenter. Once the depth of indentation or
the deformation of the sample reached a value much larger than radius of the cono-
spherical tip, the indentation response approached that of conical tip.
• The modified viscoelastic solution was found to be suitable for analyzing creep data
obtained from AFM indentation of different phases of apshalt binder. The solution
was used to successfully back-calculate creep compliance parameters of two types
of binders assuming a Voigt spring-dashpot viscoelastic analog model for the asphalt
binder.
• The data analyzed suggested variation within the elastic (instantaneous) and time de-
pendent (viscoelastic) responses of the different phases analyzed. In addition, the
stiffnesses of the individual phases for both asphalt binder AAD and AAB consis-
tently increased after aging. The overall stiffness of the aged phases were found to
be up to three times that of the unaged phases. The analysis of the creep indentation
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data demonstrated the ability of the modified viscoelastic spherical solution to quantify
creep compliance parameters for different types of asphalts and different phases given
the assumptions for which the solution was developed under are applicable towards the
experiment performed.
6.1.2 The Effect of Tensile Loading on the Microstructure and Damaging Mechanisms
The discovery of heterogeneity within the asphalt binder by Loeber et al. [28] led to fur-
ther research aiming towards the understanding of chemical and microstructural properties of
asphalt binder. The existence of multiple phases present within the asphalt binder led to the
speculation that these phases were related to the damaging mechanisms within asphalt binder.
Kringos et al. [24] discussed the possible existence of weak interstitial zones between the bee
phase and surrounding phases. They stated that the composite response of asphalt binder be-
ing subjected to mechanical loading would result in high stress zones at the boundaries of
bee structures that could serve as nucleation sites for cracking and damage, assuming compa-
rable strength between the different phases. The work in this study validates this hypothesis
by combining AFM imaging and indentation techniques with finite element analysis to ex-
amine and validate the occurrence of phase separation and cracking which were designated
as load induced phase separation or LIPS. The following conclusions were a direct result of
this portion of our study:
• AFM phase imaging further validated the existence of multiple phases within asphalt
binder which were categorized as the bee phase, bee casing phase, and interstitial phase.
• AFM creep indentation experiments were performed on two separate types of bitumens
under unaged conditions. The results showed substantial difference between the com-
pliance of different phases. This further supported the notion that inhomogenity existed
not only geometrically, but also in terms of mechanical properties.
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• The composite finite element simulations show that the differences in the properties
among the different phases resulted in high level of stress localization.
• The application of tensile strains resulted in phase separation or cracking which were
referred to as LIPS zones. The level of strain applied correlated positively with the
level of cracking or phase separation observed. Both bitumen types showed consistent
pattern of phase separation or cracking within the interstitial regions.
• The high stress regions observed from the finite element simulations coincided with the
areas within which the LIPS zones formed. This suggested that material inhomogeneity
led to the development of high stresses within the interstitial zones causing the phase
separation and damage.
6.1.3 The Effect of Aging on the Microstructure and How Aging Affects the Damage
Caused by High Levels of Tensile Strains
The effects of aging are significant on the mechanical properties, microstructure, and
damaging mechasims of asphalt binder. In order to investigate these effects a combination
of experimental and numerical techniques were combined. The geometry and the microrhe-
ology of two different asphalt binders under varying aging conditions were obtained using
AFM imaging and indentation techniques. The microstructure obtained through AFM imag-
ing was analyzed using AFM imaging techniques to detect the effect of aging and mechanical
loading on the microstructure. The mechanical properties obtained were compared between
the different bitumens under unaged, RTFOT aged, and RTFOT+PAV aged conditions. Using
the microstructure and mechanical properties obtained finite element simulations were devel-
oped to examine the stress distribution within the asphalt binders subjected to tensile strains.
The following conclusions were made from this portion of the study:
• AFM phase imaging showed the formation of LIPS zones in all six combinations of
asphalt binder BI0002 (binder A) and asphalt binder AAD (binder B), which were
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subjected to one percent and five percent strain. However, aged specimens exhibited
significantly lower level of LIPS zone formation. This suggested that aging led to some
degree of material property homogenization in the asphalt binder.
• AFM indentation experiments showed an increase in the Young’s modulii of all three
phases with aging. However, aging also resulted in a reduction in the differences
amongst elastic modulii between the different phases. This explained why a lower
level of LIPS zone formation was observed in the aged samples compared to the un-
aged ones, and supported the notion that aging led to homogenization of the material
properties amongst the different phases. Indentation experiments also showed a de-
crease in the time dependent deformation among the different phases present within
both asphalt binders with an increase in the level of aging.
• The composite finite element simulations showed high localized stresses within the
interstitial zones and some the neighboring bee casing phases. Maximum stress ratios
(highest stress/lowest stress) were observed for the unaged specimens and lowest for
the RTFOT and the RTFOT+PAV aged specimens. The localized high stress zones
also coincided with the formation of the LIPS zones supporting the hypothesis that
the interstitial zones were primarily responsible for the nucleation of damage within
asphalt binder.
6.1.4 The Effect of Geometry of Microstructural Features on the Stress Output of Asphalt
Binder Subjected to a Axial Tensile Load
In Section 2 and Section 3, experimental analysis of asphalt binder samples subjected
to tensile loads provided with an insight and understanding of how the geometry of the mi-
crostructural features can vary due to loading, and aging. The objective here was to determine
the effect of variation within geometric parameters of microstructural features present within
asphalt binder on the resulting stresses. In order to understand how the variation within ge-
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ometric parameters of microstructural features present within asphalt binder can affect the
output stresses, image creation techniques and numerical finite element analyses were used
to carry out virtual experiments. The following conclusions were drawn from this portion of
this study:
• An increase in the area fraction of the bee and bee casing feature resulted in an increase
in the maximum stress ratio, increasing the probability of the formation of LIPS zones.
Increasing the area fraction of the bee/bee casing feature also results in closer packing
of these features.
• The packing of the bee/bee casing features affect the local stress magnitudes. Inter-
stitial zones with high aspect ratios located longitudinally in the same direction as the
loading direction resulting from close placement of bee features results in high stresses
in that zone.
• Increase in the number of bee features without increasing the area fraction of the bee
and the bee casing phase can result in a reduction in localized stresses in addition to
the maximum stress magnitude. This occurs due to reduction of the aspect ratio of the
interstitial zones between the bee features.
These findings can be used as a guideline for future work in the design of modified asphalt
binders with enhanced mechanical properties, making asphalt more resistant to damage. The
results of this portion of the study clearly indicate that the geometry of the microstructural
features present within asphalt binder have an effect on its mechanical response. Furthermore,
different aspects of the geometry studied here potentially explain how damage can be reduced
in asphalt binder through modification processes. The modification of asphalt binder leading
to changes in the composition and microstructure at the micron length scale can eventually
lead to an enhanced pavement material with increased damage and distress resistance. This
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will enable pavement engineers to design pavements with an increased design life, lower
maintenance and rehabilitation cost.
6.2 Recommendations for Future Research
The work done in this study provides an insight into the complex mechanisms related to
damage within asphalt binder. Here the interrelationship between asphalt binder microstruc-
ture, mechanical properties, and aging is examined in detail. However, this work leads to
numerous potential areas of research that can be examined in the future, and are discussed
here in detail. In addition, further improvements can be made to many aspects of this study.
The potential areas of research along with the potential improvements can be divided into the
following categories:
• Development of finite element indentation simulation accounting for effects of adhe-
sion and other mechanical effects
• The formation of bee structures analyzed using experimental and numerical methods
• Improvements of creep indentation experiments using the AFM
• Improvement in sample preparation and loading frame apparatus
• Statistical analysis of data obtained through AFM imaging and indentation techniques
• Development of testing protocol for examining brittleness of asphalt binder using the
AFM
• Examination of chemically modified asphalt using tensile testing and AFM techniques
• Development of a multi-scale finite element model to establish a link between micro-
scale and macro-scale mechanical properties, and damage
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6.3 Detailed Recommendations For Future Research
6.3.1 Development of Finite Element Indentation Simulation Accounting for Effects of
Adhesion and Other Mechanical Effects
The finite element indentation model developed in this study examines the effect of mod-
ified geometry on the indentation response of soft asphaltic materials. However, numerous
other factors can potentially affect on the indentation response. Adhesion is one such fac-
tor that can play a strong role in indentation experiments especially when small tips such as
those used in atomic force microscopy. Numerous literary works have examined the effect
of adhesion. However, very few have considered the effect of adhesion in the finite element
analysis for viscoelastic materials. The inclusion of adhesion into the finite element model
will provide with ability to predict mechanical properties with higher degrees of numerical
accuracy, and will also help simulate more realistic indentation response.
In addtion to surface force effects, material properties play an important role on the defor-
mation response. Asphalt binder is a time dependent material. Typically a linear viscoelastic
material model is used to simulate the material behavior of asphalt binder. In this work a Voigt
spring dasphot analog model is used to describe the creep compliance of asphalt binder. In
reality however, the behavior asphalt binder is more accurately depicted using a nonlinear vis-
coelastic material model. By accounting for this nonlinearity within the viscoelastic material
behavior and by defining a more accurate measure of large deformation will lead to signif-
icant improvement in the capability of the finite element model to predict the mechanical
response.
6.3.2 The Formation of Bee Structures Analyzed Using Experimental and Numerical
Methods
In this work the microstructure of asphalt binder was examined in detail using AFM imag-
ing, and image analysis techniques. However, the formation of the bee structures and the
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chemical and mechanical processes that lead to the formation of the bee structures remains
a mystery. One hypothesis states that the change in temperature within asphalt binder dur-
ing the cooling process leads to rearrangement of chemical groups present within the asphalt
binder. These specific rearrangement leads to the formation of different zones of materi-
als within asphalt binder with varying thermal expansion properties. Due to the variability in
thermal expansion properties within asphalt binder a sinusoidal topographical pattern referred
to as the bee structures form. A preliminary finite element analysis was performed assuming
variable thermal expansion properties amongst the separate phases identified within asphalt
binder. The results show that a sinusoidal topographical geometric feature similar to a single
unit of a bee structure forms as the temperature of the model is reduced, which is shown in
figure 6.1. Similarly, phase field modeling has the capability of predicting the formation of
the complex microstructures due to the molecular interactions within a material. This can
also be used to model the formation of bee structures due to the transport and rearrangement
of different chemical groups within the asphalt binder. Furthermore, the implementation of
an experimental procedure in order to observe the change in bitumen microstructure with
respect to temperature could also be effective in determining the formation of these bee mi-
crostructures.
6.3.3 Improvements of Creep Indentation Experiments Using the Atomic Force Microscope
The creep indentation experiments performed as part of this study used an Agilent 5400
AFM. A major potential source of uncertainty within creep indentation measurements ob-
tained using an AFM is from drift in the measurements. Drift can occur due to inherent
time-dependency and heating of sensors used in the data acquisition system [16]. In order
to account for the drift within the data, a zero force indentation experiment was performed.
The deformation recorded was used to adjust for the drift within the creep indentation data.
This led to the indentation data resulting strictly from the deformation of the sample and
not the drift within the data. Furthermore, in another version of the experiment two sepa-
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Figure 6.1: The formation of a single unit of bee structure due to thermal deformation
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rate protocols were used subsequently. First, a zero force creep protocol was used. Second,
this was followed by the actual creep protocol and the specific load that the material was to
be subjected to. This also proved to reduce drift within the data significantly. For further
validation of material properties determined using the creep indentation method, AFM creep
experiments must be performed on different AFM machines to test for consistency in data
measurement. Modern AFM machines such as the Brucker Icon AFM are less prone to drift
and noise within the experimental data. Furthermore, a specific type of AFM uses a nanoin-
denter in conjunction with an imaging tip to carry out indentation measurements. This type
of AFM can be used to simultaneously image and indent the surface of a sample without
having to use the sharp imaging tip as the indentation device. By using this procedure the use
of a sharp AFM imaging tip to perform indentation experiments can be avoided, and perhaps
will lead to an improvement in the numerical accuracy of the back-calculation of material
properties due to already well established solutions for the bigger nanoindenter tips such as
the cube corner or spherical tips.
6.3.4 Improvement in Sample Preparation and Loading Frame Apparatus
The preparation of asphalt binder samples in this study used a hot melt casting approach as
opposed to the more common solvent casting method typically used for testing thin samples.
The use of this hot melt casting method proved to be troublesome due to the lack of a hot
melt spin coater. The spin coating process is effective in removing any surface irregularities
and provides with an even surface useful for AFM imaging and indentation experiments.
Scanning the surface of an uneven sample with large scan areas such as the ones used in this
study (50 µm by 50 µm) can be challenging if irregularities within the surface topography
is present. Specifically, the surface of the sample must be smooth at the scale the image is
obtained. Overcoming these issues will result in higher number of successful experimental
trials leading a bigger size of sample data resulting in improved statistical accuracy.
Furthermore, asphalt is a very strong adhesive. In order to prepare the asphalt binder
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specimen a thin film of plastic or Aluminum was placed on top of the mold to separate the
asphalt binder from the mold. The transport of the specimen from the mold to the loading
frame proved to be quite troubling due to possible disturbances during the removal of the
sample from the mold. Numerous experimental trials were required just to obtain one set
of experimental data due to these issues. Improvement in these areas will also result in a
more robust experimental technique resulting in larger number of experimental trials within a
given time, and a higher amount of statistical information regarding the microstructure being
examined.
One approach to improve the testing apparatus would be to design a loading frame which
is capable of withstanding high temperature so when the asphalt binder is placed on top
and melted it no longer needs to be transported after the cool-down process. In addition, the
attachment of a measurement caliper to the loading frame will also provide with a more robust
measuring technique for the sample dimensions before and after a certain level of strain is
applied.
The aforementioned techniques are all aspects that will provide with significance im-
provement in the ability to perform experimental procedures used in this work in a timely
manner and with lower experimental uncertainty.
6.3.5 Statistical Analysis of Data Obtained through Afm Imaging and Indentation
Techniques
The statistical analysis presented in appendix A establishes differences within data ob-
tained regarding the microstructure for different binders. The relative frequency histogram
provides with a distribution of bee areas. Through image analysis other geometric mea-
sures such as the orientation, perimeter, aspect ratio can also be obtained. Statistical analysis
of other geometric parameters may provide with additional insight into the microstructure
change occurring due to tensile strains and aging. One aspect of particular interest could
be the orientation of the individual bee structures and how they are affected by loading. In
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addition, the aspect ratios of the bee structures are most likely also affected by external me-
chanical loads. Statistical analysis of these geometric features could provide further evidence
of microstructural changes in asphalt binder due to aging, mechanical loading, and other
factors that have not been considered in this study.
6.3.6 Development of Testing Protocol for Examining Brittleness of Asphalt Using the
AFM
In this study bitumen samples were subjected to tensile strains using a micro-loading
frame and the resulting changes in microstructure were examined using an AFM. Aging
has been known to increase asphalt binder brittleness leading to a higher susceptibility to
damage and cracking. In this work finite amount of tensile strain was applied to different
bitumen samples under various aging conditions. The microstructure of the asphalt binder
was imaged before and after the application of strain and the the resulting differences were
analyzed. The results indicated that an increase in aging resulted in lower extent of cracking
or damage. These findings could easily be misinterpreted to assume that aging results in a
decrease in the brittleness of asphalt binder. Although the experimental procedure in this
study examines the effect of tensile strains on the microstructure of asphalt binder, it is not an
effective measure of brittleness. In order to test the brittleness, an alternate testing procedure
can be used which subjects the asphalt binder to impact. As mentioned in a previous section,
an AFM technique which combines a nanoindenter with an AFM imaging tip can be used to
apply an impact load to the specimen. A typical type of indenter used for nanoindentation
experiments is the cube corner indenter. The use of a this indenter would result in crack
initiation in locations where the sharp edges of the cube corner would make contact with
the material. By applying the same indentation force on different asphalt binder samples
under unaged, and aged conditions the difference between the crack sizes can be measured
using AFM imaging techniques, which could then be used as an experimental measure for
the quantification of brittleness of asphalt binder.
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6.3.7 Examination of Chemically Modified Asphalt Using Tensile Testing and AFM
Techniques
One of the main contributions of this study is to establish a methodology to examine the
microstructure and how its affected by external factors such as mechanical loading and ag-
ing at a small scale. In this study this methodology was applied towards unaged and aged
non-modified asphalt binders. Modification of asphalt in order to enhance its mechanical
properties and make it more resistant to damage has become a popular engineering practice.
Some modifiers of particular interest would be polymers such as elastomers and plastomers,
rejuvinating and recycling agents. However, fundamental understanding of how asphalt mod-
ification can potentially lead to change in mechanical, and damage related properties is still
a topic of major research. The methodology established in this work can easily be applied
to modified asphalt binders. The AFM has already proven to be extremely effective at an-
alyzing microstructural changes along with determining microscale mechanical properties
within asphalt binder. In addition, micro-tensile testing apparatus developed in this work can
be used to study the effect of mechanical stimuli on the microstructure of modified asphalt
binders. In addition, through finite element analysis the modified asphalt binder can also be
modeled as by considering the nonlinear elasticity, and plasticity exhibited by elastomers and
plastomers. The numerical analysis will also provide with an effective validation tool for
experimental observations.
6.3.8 Development of a Multi-Scale Finite Element Model to Establish a Link between
Micro-Scale and Macro-Scale Mechanical Properties, and the Propagation of
Damage
In recent years multiscale modeling has become an effective tool for determining the
macroscale response of materials that exhibit heterogeneity at the microscale [1]. Teixira et
al. [55] used the multiscale modeling approach to describe asphalt as a multiphase composite
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material. They implemented a two-way model where the local material behavior affected the
global material behavior and vice versa. This has proved to be a very effective method for
linking the behavior of asphalt between different scales (see figure 6.2).
Figure 6.2: Multiscale model for asphalt
However, the multiscale modeling approach has not been used to to establish the link be-
tween the microstructural properties established in this work and the macro-scale hot mix as-
phalt behavior. This could potentially become a very interesting topic to explore. Experimen-
tal observations in this study clearly suggest that the development of the load induced phase
separation zones are related to the microstructural arrangement within the asphalt binder. Mi-
crocracks nucleating in the asphalt binder at the nanometer/micrometer length scale will lead
to the eventual coalescence and formation of larger macrocracks. The multiscale modeling
can be used to examine this behavior and establish how the microcracks can develop into
larger macrocracks in the hot mix asphalt. In addition, the multiscale modeling approach
can be used to not only account for the damage initiation at the binder level, but also study
the contribution of damage from different components present within the hot mix asphalt,
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specifically the aggregate, and the binder.
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APPENDIX A
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The data used to support the findings of this study describes the distribution of microstruc-
tural phases within asphalt binder, and also its mechanical properties. In order obtain the mi-
crostructural distribution AFM images of the surface of the asphalt binder for asphalt binders
AAD and BI0002 under various aging conditions are analyzed using image analysis software
ImageJ. The mechanical properties for each phase of the different samples were obtained
through AFM creep indentation experiments where a constant load is applied thorugh the
AFM tip, and the resulting deformation is recorded. Evidence from the various studies pre-
sented in Section 3 and Section 4 suggest that microstructural changes occur due to the appli-
cation of tensile strains. In addition, when a sample is aged using specified aging protocols
and subjected to tensile strains microstructural changes are also observed specifically in the
phase referred to as the “bee” phases. An individual component of the “bee” phase is referred
to as the “bee” structure. Here statistical analysis will be performed for the changes in the
area of bee structures before, and after loading which are subjected to unaged, RTFOT aged,
and RTFOT+PAV aged asphalt binder samples. All statistical calculations presented in this
appendix were performed using JMP 11.2 Pro statistical software. The following statistical
methods were used in the analysis:
• Relative frequency histograms and normal probability (q-q) plots to test for distribution
and normality of both microstructural analysis and creep measurements.
• Distribution that ideally describes the data and distribution fit parameters.
• Design of experiment one sample mean analysis is performed to determine the power
of the sample mean to detect a significant difference in area of bee structure based on
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microstructural analysis.
• Wilcoxon/Kruskal Wallis rank tests to compare means of individual bee structure area
for different asphalt binders under various aging and load conditions.
• Coefficient of variation calculation for creep indentation measurements of different
phases.
A.1 Stastistical Analysis of Asphalt Binder Microstructure Obtained through Afm Imaging
In Section 3 asphalt binder BI0002 and AAD which were referred to as binder A and B
were subjected to tensile strains of one percent, and five percent. AFM phase images of the
different samples were obtained which enabled the analysis of the bee phase. Here individual
bee structure distributions are analyzed. For each sample four AFM scans of 50 µm by 50
µm were taken. The sample population analyzed here was a combination of all data obtained
within the four images.
A.1.1 Relative Frequency and Distribution of Bee Phases
Figure A.1 display distribution of bee structures before and application of tensile strains
for asphalt binder AAD under unaged conditions. The data was observed to be positively
skewed and the highest frequency of bee structures were observed to be have between 0 and
2.5 µm2 area. The mean and the standard deviation with increased level of tensile strains was
clearly observed to decrease from 5.30 to 5.12 for the mean, and 7.04 to 4.21 for the standard
deviation. This suggested the variance within the data reduced with the application of strain.
In Section 3 it was discussed that the tensile strains led to not only the formation of the LIPS
zones but also flattening and dissipation of bee structures. The data seen in figure A.1 also
shows a reduction in the interquartile range from 7.44 to 3.59, which suggests a reduction
in the spread of the areas of the bee structures. The data shown also suggests non-normality
with the lower bound being zero and high level of positive skewness. This will be further
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Figure A.1: Distribution of bee structures before and after application of tensile strains for
asphalt binder AAD under unaged condition
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examined using q-q plots.
Figure A.2: Distribution of bee structures for asphalt binder AAD under different aging con-
ditions
Figure A.2 show the distribution of bee structures under different aging conditions before
the application of tensile strains. Here, a reduction in the mean value is observed for the
for asphalt binder AAD between the unaged and RTFOT aged condition. However, a slight
increase in the mean value of the bee structures is observed when the apshalt binder is further
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aged using the PAV aging protocol. Although this does not show clear trend between the
RTFOT and the RTFOT+PAV aging condition, there is clearly a reduction in the mean area
for both the RTFOT and the RTFOT+PAV aged samples when compared to the unaged sample
population.
Figure A.3: Distribution of bee structures before and after application of tensile strains for
asphalt binder AAD under RTFOT aging condition
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Figure A.4: Distribution of bee structures before and after application of tensile strains for
asphalt binder AAD under RTFOT+PAV aging condition
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Figure A.3 show the distribution of bee structures under RTFOT aging conditions for
different levels of applied tensile strains. Here, very similar mean area for the bee structures
are observed between the undisturbed sample data and the sample data for the one percent
tensile strain. However, when comparing the sample mean of binder AAD under RTFOT
aging condition subjected to five percent tensile strain a clear reduction in the mean area is
observed. Similarly although there was a slight increase in the standard deviation between the
undisturbed and the one percent strain sample populations, there seems to be a clear reduction
in the sample standard distribution between the undisturbed and the sample population for the
binder subjected to five percent tensile strains. A reduction in the interquartile range between
the undisturbed and the sample population for the binder subjected to five percent from 2.17
to 1.31 suggests a reduction in the spread of the majority of the population of interest. Figure
A.4 also exhibits a reduction in the standard deviation of the sample population between
the undisturbed and the samples subjected to tensile strains. However, although the mean
areas for all three loading conditions were found to be very similar a slight increase in the
mean area was observed between the undisturbed, one percent strain, and the five percent
strain. This suggests that the sample the tensile strains leading to positive shift in the mean
population possibly through a higher dissipation of the small bee structures compared to the
large bee structures. This observation is reinforced by the change in the quantile values of
the bee structure areas between the undisturbed and the sample population subjected to five
percent strains. The first quartile value for the undisturbed sample data was found to be 0.32,
which showed an increase to a value of 0.45 for the sample data subjected to five percent
tensile strains.
Figure A.5 display distribution of bee structures before and application of tensile strains
for asphalt binder BI0002 under unaged conditions. The mean bee structure size shows slight
variation between the different strain levels. The standard deviation within the sample popu-
lations also show less variation compared to the statistical change in the mean areas of asphalt
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Figure A.5: Distribution of bee structures before and after application of tensile strains for
asphalt binder BI0002 under unaged condition
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Figure A.6: Distribution of bee structures before and after application of tensile strains for
asphalt binder BI0002 under RTFOT aging condition
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binder AAD. Overall, only a slight decrease in the mean area was observed from a value of
2.87 for the unaged sample population, to a value of 2.52 for the sample poplution for the
binder subjected to five percent tensile strains. Figure A.6 also exhibit slight reduction in
the mean area an increase in the level of applied tensile strains. The standard deviation also
exhibits a reduction with an increase in the tensile strains. This means that an increase in
loading led to a decrease in the variability of the bee structure areas for the sample popula-
tions. A similar trend was observed for asphalt binder AAD. Again, it is important to note
the reduction in the standard deviation is low compared between the undisturbed and the one
percent tensile strain sample population comapred the the reduction in the standard deviation
between the undisturbed and the five percent tensile strain sample population. Hence, It can
be concluded that increasing levels of tensile strains leads to a lower variability of the mean
area of the bee structures, which possibly occurs due to dissipation of smaller bee structures
and flattening of the larger bee structures as discussed in Section 3. Figure A.7 displays
similar trends in the mean and standard deviation of the areas of bee structures.
Figure A.8 show the distribution of bee structures under different aging conditions before
the application of tensile strains. Here, we observe a clear trend in the change of the mean bee
structure size. With an increase in the aging level the mean bee structure size of the sample
population increases. The standard deviation for both the RTFOT aged, and the RTFOT+PAV
aged sample populations also are higher than the standard deviation of the unaged sample
population. This suggests that aging leads to an increase in the spread or the variability
within the areas of the bee structures. The interquartile range also demonstrates a similar
trend.
A.1.2 Non-Normality Analysis of Bee Structure Distribution
Figures A.9 and A.10 show q-q plots for both asphalt binder AAD, and BI0002 respec-
tively under different aging conditions. The data clearly suggests the distribution of the bee
structure areas show significant non-normality exhibited by the deviation of the data from the
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Figure A.7: Distribution of bee structures before and after application of tensile strains for
asphalt binder BI0002 under RTFOT+PAV aging condition
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Figure A.8: Distribution of bee structures for asphalt binder BI0002 under different aging
conditions
Figure A.9: q-q plots of asphalt binder AAD under different aging conditions
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Figure A.10: q-q plots of asphalt binder BI0002 under different aging conditions
straight diagonal line. The data also lies outside of the normality confidence bands for α=
0.05 (95% confidence). Therefore, in order to describe this data an alternative statistical dis-
tribution must be assumed. We therefore propose the use of a Gamma distribution to describe
this data. The Gamma distribution is particularly useful for describing engineering data that
are bound by a certain value. In this case the lower bound for the data is zero since no bee
structure can have an area smaller than zero. However, the bee structure area is not bound by
a maximum value which also is well described by a Gamma distribution.
Figure A.11 show relative frequency histograms along with the gamma distribution fit
parameters for asphalt binder AAD and BI0002. Both plots exhibit a good fit for the Gamma
distribution to the sample data. Therefore, this validates the non-normality exhibited by the
q-q plots and provides with statistical method for describing the distribution of the data ob-
tained. More detailed information regarding the Gamma distribution can be found in the text
by Gentle [15].
A.1.3 Reliability of the Microstructural Analysis
In order to determine the reliability of the microstructural analysis a design of experiment
analysis is performed on the mean value of each sample obtained under every aging condition
and loading condition. The JMP 11.2 Pro sample size and power calculation can determine
the power of the experiment to determine a significant difference in the mean area of the bee
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Figure A.11: Gamma distribution fit to relative frequency data of asphalt binder AAD and
BI0002
structures.
Table A.1 provides with power values for different sample populations of experiments
performed under different aging and loading conditions. The data suggests majority of the
experimental trials examining the microstructural distribution has a higher than 80% change
of detecting a significance difference in the area of the bee structure, given that the signifi-
cance level is of 0.05, and a difference to detect is one µm2. The difference detect based on
the smallest value within the order of magnitude of the interquartile range. The interquartile
range is of significant interest since majority of the data lies within this range. The sample
data for AAD under unaged condition before and after the application of one percent strain
showed exhibited a power of 0.78 and 0.71 which was below 0.8. This suggests that higher
number of trials are required to detect a significant difference in the area of the bee structures
with a power of 0.80 will be part of future recommendations of this work.
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Table A.1: Sample Power Calculation
Binder AGING CONDITION STRAIN SAMPLESIZE x¯ σ POWER
AAD UNAGED
ZERO 369 5.31 7.04 0.78
ONE 317 5.13 7.09 0.71
FIVE 272 3.19 4.22 0.97
AAD RTFOT AGED
ZERO 923 2.62 5.96 0.99
ONE 872 2.65 6.79 0.99
FIVE 729 1.69 3.47 1.00
AAD RTFOT + PAV AGED
ZERO 501 3.90 6.77 0.91
ONE 474 3.84 6.50 0.92
FIVE 282 4.32 5.37 0.88
BI0002 UNAGED
ZERO 743 2.88 4.01 0.99
ONE 586 2.91 4.43 0.99
FIVE 490 2.52 3.15 0.99
BI0002 RTFOT AGED
ZERO 926 4.30 8.31 0.96
ONE 726 4.17 7.36 0.96
FIVE 640 3.15 4.26 0.99
BI0002 RTFOT + PAV AGED
ZERO 482 6.32 7.04 0.88
ONE 374 4.70 4.88 0.98
FIVE 369 4.21 4.39 0.99
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A.1.4 Comaparison of Means of Multiple Data Sets Corresponding to Different Loading
and Aging Conditions
Figure A.12: Wilcoxon/Kruskal-Wallis Rank Sum test for asphalt binder AAD
Figure A.13: Wilcoxon/Kruskal-Wallis Rank Sum test for asphalt binder BI0002
The Wilcoxon/Kruskal-Wallis Rank test can be used to test the null hypothesis that the
mean areas for asphalt binder BI0002 under different loading and aging conditions are the
same. Here the calculated p-value should be interested as given: a p-value ≤ 0.05 indicates
a statistically significant different amongst the populations with 95% confidence. The results
for the Wilcoxon Rank test is given in figures A.12 and A.13 for asphalt binders AAD and
BI0002 respectively. Given that the distribution of data obtained is non-normal shown by
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figures A.9 and A.10 a nonparametric comparison for different pairs of data can also be made
using the Wilcoxon Method. Here the null hypothesis being test is also that each pair of data
exhibits equal mean areas. The results of nonparametric comparisons for each pair using
the Wilcoxon Method is given in figure A.14 andA.15 for asphalt binder AAD and BI0002
respectively.
Figure A.14: Nonparametric comparisons for pairs of data using the Wilcoxon Method for
asphalt binder AAD
The p value for the Wilcoxon/Kruskal-Wallis Rank Sum tests were calculated for both
binder types to be less than 0.0001 which shows that with a significance of 99.99% the mean
areas are different for all data populations for both binders. The nonparametric comparison
using the Wilcoxon method shows that the null hypothesis of equal means cannot be rejected
for all pairs of sample populations. For asphalt binder AAD the null hypothesis could not
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Figure A.15: Nonparametric comparisons for pairs of data using the Wilcoxon Method for
asphalt binder BI0002
be rejected in particular for comparisons between unaged before and after one percent, and
after five percent applied strain. The null hypothesis of equal means also was not rejected
for comparisons between before and after the application of five percent strain for RTFOT
aged samples, and also between RTFOT+PAV aged samples before and after the application
of one percent strain. This analysis suggests for multiple aging conditions the application of
strain did not lead to significant enough change in the mean area for the null hypothesis of
equal means to be rejected. This phenomenon is possible and can be explained due to the
redistribution of the mean areas of the bee structures. The application of tensile strains will
lead to the dissipation of some bee structures. However, simultaneously the flattening and
possibly reduction in the areas of the larger bee structures will also occur which can lead to
an overall minor change in the mean area of the bee structures.
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A.2 Stastistical Analysis of Creep Indentation Measurements of Asphalt Binder
In Section 3 and Section 4 creep indentation experiments were utilized to obtain elastic
and viscoelastic properties of different phases identified within asphalt binder samples AAD
(binder B), and BI0002 (binder A). For each phase seven separate indentation tests were
performed and the average measurements of all seven data sets were reported in Section 3
and Section 4 and the data was used to obtain creep compliance properties of the different
phases. In this section the statistical distribution of the measurements are examined in more
detail. The authors would like to note that due to experimental limitations (AFM tip wear,
sample degradation) a high number of sample size was difficult to obtain. Due to this low
sample size any meaningful information regarding the total population of the creep properties
is difficult to obtain. However, by comparing the coefficient of variation between the different
data sets for each phase under different aging condition meaningful comparisons can still be
made. Table A.2, and A.3 provides with statistical information regarding instantaneous depth
of indentation, and final depth of indentation measurements (H0) obtained through creep
indentation experiments for each phase and under different aging conditions.
The minimum coefficient of variation obtained for the initial depth of indentation was
for binder BI0002 (binder A) bee phase under RTFOT aged condition. The maximum coef-
ficient of variation for the initial depth of indentation was obtained for binder B interstitial
phase under PAV aged condition. The minimum coefficient of variation for the final depth
of indentation was obtained for binder BI0002 (binder A) casing phase under RTFOT aging
condition. The maximum coefficient of variation for the final depth of indentation was ob-
tained for binder BI0002 (binder A) interstitial phase under unaged condition. In comparison
the coefficient of variation for the final depth of indentation data was generally higher than
the initial depth of indentation. This suggests that the creep indentation data for the final
depth of indentation exhibited a higher variation than the creep indentation data for the initial
depth of indentation. This reflects upon the necessity of performing a higher number of trials
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Table A.2: Statistical analysis of initial depth of indentation
BINDER SAMPLE MEAN STDEV COEFFICIENTOF VAR (%)
A UNAGED
BEE 0.034 0.005 15.990
CASING 0.027 0.006 23.136
INTERSTITIAL 0.021 0.002 10.411
A RTFOT
BEE 0.024 0.002 6.293
CASING 0.025 0.003 12.835
INTERSTITIAL 0.026 0.003 10.358
A PAV
BEE 0.020 0.002 9.268
CASING 0.018 0.002 9.792
INTERSTITIAL 0.019 0.002 10.913
B UNAGED
BEE 0.042 0.010 23.549
CASING 0.035 0.009 24.952
INTERSTITIAL 0.027 0.002 9.185
B RTFOT
BEE 0.036 0.007 18.297
CASING 0.030 0.006 19.390
INTERSTITIAL 0.025 0.003 12.970
B PAV
BEE 0.033 0.006 18.052
CASING 0.033 0.004 12.017
INTERSTITIAL 0.030 0.008 25.973
to possibly obtain a lower coefficient of variation for the final depth of indentation values. In
addition, a higher number of trials will also lead to a better estimation of the true population
and also increase the statistical power of the experiment. Suggestions regarding experimental
improvements to obtain a higher number of trials along with reducing experimental error are
mentioned in the recommendations for future work sections.
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Table A.3: Statistical analysis of final depth of indentation
BINDER SAMPLE MEAN STDEV COEFFICIENTOF VAR (%)
A UNAGED
BEE 0.267 0.057 21.254
CASING 0.189 0.071 37.452
INTERSTITIAL 0.134 0.055 40.568
A RTFOT
BEE 0.170 0.030 17.729
CASING 0.188 0.018 9.592
INTERSTITIAL 0.163 0.037 22.645
A PAV
BEE 0.053 0.018 33.413
CASING 0.044 0.013 30.263
INTERSTITIAL 0.052 0.014 26.029
B UNAGED
BEE 0.709 0.249 35.092
CASING 0.324 0.127 39.182
INTERSTITIAL 0.304 0.064 21.104
B RTFOT
BEE 0.280 0.084 30.117
CASING 0.214 0.066 30.642
INTERSTITIAL 0.165 0.035 20.951
B PAV
BEE 0.263 0.068 25.751
CASING 0.243 0.056 23.211
INTERSTITIAL 0.209 0.083 40.016
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